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STA N ISŁA W  SWIANIEWI.GZ

THE LATE PROFESSOR WŁADYSŁAW ZAWADZKI AS
A THEORIST

y»a<
late profesgor Wlarlyslaw Zawadzki who died on 

April 12-th this year was one of the leading scientifie economists 
in Poland. The influence of his ideas was felt far beyond the 
frontiers of our country and the naine of Władysław Zawadzki 
was widely known in the world. His creative thought covered 
a very wide rangę of theoretical problems. An eminent repre- 
sentative of the mathematicał school of economies, he was also 
a prominent sociologist. In this respect he reSjmbled Yilfredo 
Pareto whom he considered to a large estent as his master. 
In the near futurę we may look for a detailed monograpk on 
Władysław Zawadzki’s theoretical outlook and his role in con- 
temporary economies. I wish, in the meanwhile, to outline 
broadly the most importanEaspects of his scientifie views.

Methodological Views.

“The role of theoretical or abstract economies is the 
investigation of economic life as it would be if people, in their 
economic actiyities, always followed a certain fundamental 
tendency" says Zawadzki in the introduction to Les Mathe- 
matiąues appliąuós a Veconomic poliiiąuc (The Application of 
Matheniatics to PoliUcal Economy), Paris 1914 Ł

The foundation of abstract investigations which finds its 
fullest expression in the theories of David Ricardo, is, aceording 
to professor Zawadzki, the most fertile method of investigation

' fcfeY P-
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in the realization of the fundamental links between the parti
cular elements of economic life. Obviously the assumptions 
chosen as the starting point of investigations should resemble 
reality as closely as possible. So the choice of these assumptions 
should be based on the observati m of Ifeicts and induction; 
but when certain assumptions have Iwon chosen the basie 
method of theoretical iinmsfi galion is deduction This is why 
Zawadzki eonsidered that not only the posession of the ne
cessary knowledge, but also and primarily, the education and 
training of the power to tliink exactly was essential in all 
serious soibnfific work. That is why, as a professor and teaeher, 
he specially valued in his students the Ability to deduce and 
to formulaw; their thoughts ezacily. The power to apply exact 
thinking to economic studies is one of the charaoteristics of 
the lale professor Zawadzki’s activil5m as a sęientist and 
teaclier.

The foundation of investigatious 011 certain ąijumptions 
madę a priori makes the mental work of the theoretical eoo- 
nomist like the solving of mat-hematical problems.-dĘtj suggests 
the application of mathematics to economics. To this problem 
the late Władysław Zawadzki dewoted a great part of his 
scientific efforts. In this way he eamewto write his f irstl great 
work: Lrs Mathematiąuefi appliąues' a Veconomie politiąue pu- 
blished in Freneh, in Paris (1911) and shortly afterwavds in 
Polish in Wilno. In this book he analysed various efforts to 
apply mathematics to economicsfstarting with efforts made in 
the first half of the X IX  century by M. F. Canard, W. Whewell, 
von Thiinen, and Cournot. After this he pro®eds to the works 
of H. H. Gossen, W. Stanley Jevons, Leon Walras and authors 
contemporary at the i,me when the book wa-s written: he devo- 
tes a great deal of space to his favourite author Yilfredo 
Pareto. With the pas^age of time this book became famous 
among theoretical economists. The name of Władysław Za
wadzki be®me one of.the best knoAvn among the represen- 
1 atiwes of the contemporary mathematical school. In 1930 
we see him as one of the original members of “The Econometric 
So<jiety“ he wTa-s also elected a member of the first committee 
of the society.

The abstract and mathematical method is not the only
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one which he recognizes in the field of theoretical enonomics. 
In his opinion two kinds of factors go to the forming of economic 
life. Factors of the first kind caneonly he imagined as part of 
economic life, outside of this they can have no existence. These 
are such factorsoas prices, supply, demand, wages, rate of 
interest, the ąuantity of goods produced or sold, the state of 
employment ejfce... All these are phenomena which can, to a cert- 
ain extent, be expressed ąuantitatiyely. And so Zawadzki calls 
them economic magnitudes.

The factors of the second kind have also a great influence 
on economic life but are not typically economic factors. These 
are the number of populąiion, its needs,; preferenees, tastes, 
mora,lity, the developement of science, technieal knowledge, 
the legał and administrative system etc... These phenomena 
form the uneconomic basis of economic life. Władysław Za
wadzki calls them elements of economic life.

In the opinion of professor Zawadzki eeonomics should 
investig'ate economic magnitudes as wełl as the elements of 
economic life. The disregard by some economists of the impor- 
ta-nce’ of changes in the elements of economic life is unjusti- 
fiable. The influence of this uneoonomie basis often explaines 
concrete instanoes of economic relarions. Nevertheless the me- 
thods of investigaring them should be different. The best me
thod of investigating economic magnitudesrąnd their relations 
is tliat of abstract deduetion and of mathrmat.ieal analysis. 
In contemporary theoretical eeonomics they find their expression 
in the concept of eąuilibrium. When one comes to consider 
the influence of the uneconomic basis the best method is that 
of historical and sociological investigations. Professor Zawadzki 
was not only a mathematical teeonomist but a-lso a sociologist. 
Haying cons‘i(lered both these sides of his scientific activity we 
can realize the scope of his mtellect,

The Theory of Eąuilibrium .

The concept e^enlml to the dtścovery of the interdepen- 
dence ex;fśting between aconomic magnitudes î ,' according to 
prof. Zawadzki, * he concept of eąuilibrium. He devotes half of 
his book The ApjAicnMon of 3Iatn̂rnatics to ,'Political Economy to
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the history of the concept of eąuilibrium and the elucidation of 
its subtler aspffts. He used to divide his course of leetures 
into two parts, the theory of eąuilibrium and the theory of 
production 3.

Władysław Zawadzki defined eąuilibrium as a state whmh 
would bći reached by economic magmtudes as a result of 
mutual reactions, if the elements of economic life remained 
unchanged for any length of time. The state in which economic 
magnitudes would remain constant or tłiough changing would 
repeat themselyes identically at regular intervałs, could exist 
for eyer and ever if the economic elements remained unchan
ged. So the use of thcpeoncept of eąuilibrium is to determine 
the conditions in which the eąuilibrium would arise. This is 
whal prof. Zawadzki in his leetures called. seeking for the ć.on- 
ditions of eąuilibrium. This end can be attained either by 
abstract deductions as professor Zawadzki usually did in his 
leetures <or in!a more exaot way by the application of mathe- 
matleal formulac, which was his method in his priyate investi- 
gations. In this last caSe seeking for the conditions of eąui
librium usually takes the form of determining unknowns by the 
system of eąuations.

The fuli realization of the state of eąuilibrium is, in eco
nomic reality, difficult to imagine. It is not easy to suppose 
that the elements would remain unchanged for any length of 
time. Inspite of this the determination of the donditionŚł of 
eąuilibrium can be of servi'oe to a practical economist2. Because 
in this way one.determiues the ultimaflejfends to which economic? 
magnitudes, through their changes, are tending at a giyen 
moment and so d^termines economic tendencies3.

1 On the subject of the difference betBeen his concept of eąuili- 
briuin, which corresponds more or less to the conceiits of L. W a lr a s  and 
V. P a re to ,” and other conce.pts sep Dwu kom epoje  ró im m m yi ekonom icznej 
(T w o Conóepts o f E conom ic E ąu ilib rkm i)  by W . Z aw ad zk i, Ekonomista 
1938, nr. III also.Woica teoria p ien iądza K eyn esa ( K eynes’ ■Newr^Theory 
o f M oney) Ekonomista 1936, nr. III.

2 P ojęc ie  róienow ayi ekonom icznej (T h e Concept o f Econmnic E ą u i
libriu m ), Ekonomista 1928.

3 In the t-ęnninology us^d by prof. Z aw ad zk i in his leetures1 be 
discriminated between economic tondencies amlBondeneioS'of economic 
deyełopment. An euouomio tendency isłthe dirnction oi the changes- of
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Prof. Zawadzki considered tliat the use of abstract reaso- 
mng by practical economist is not entirely without danger. 
The deductions drawn 011 certain assumptions are only valid 
as long as these assumptions remain unchanged. As soon as 
these assumptions change, the deductions must also be corres- 
pondingly adjusted. To build up an Igoonomie policy based on 
abstract economies would be, m the opinion of prof. Zawadzki 
a very risky proceeding. It is necessary to bear in mind the 
discrepancies between the reality of economic life and the simpłi- 
fjjcations assumed as the starting point of theoretical inyosti- 
gation. In prof. Zawadzki’s opinion the considerations of 
problems which come within the limits of the theory of equi- 
librium is in the naturę of research and so he did not try to 
draw any conclusions of an economico-political character. Thus 
he, as a theoretical economist did not represent any patticular 
economioo-political tendency. His theoretical ideas were usually 
based on the concept of ideał freedom in economic aetiyity. 
This however did not mean that he was in fą.your of economic 
liberalism. Taking into consideration the difference between 
reality and the agsumptions made in theoretical inyeskigations 
011 one hand and the uneeonomic aims and ideals on the other, 
one may realize the necessity of aireoting economic policy 
towards far rSacliing interventionism. In this respect abstract 
investigations in the field of eąuiiibrium do not create any 
inviola'ble laws.

In his lectures prof. Zawadzki discriminated between the 
following conoepts of eąuiiibrium:

1. The eąuiiibrium  of indiyidual economy. In 
this aa At' we confsider as giyen the ąuantity of means at the 
disposal of tlie indiyidual, and prices. The problem is how the 
indiyidual will divide his means between different needs; to 
what extent, adjusting himself to existing prices and the means 
in his posession, he will buy or sell yarious goods.

2 . The eąuiiibrium  in “simple“ exchange. In this 
Case the prioes and the ąuantities exckanged are considered as

kconomic^magnitiulos on the aśsumption that tlie elements of economic 
Iim  remain constant. A tendency of economic deyąlopmeiit is a direction 
of clianges of the wAole of economifHjonditiShs rdated to changes of the 
elements of economic life.
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unknowns, the amount of goodjaftnd the amount of eai>ital 
are given. This conception defines ; economic tendencies for 
a short period of time during which the changes in prieds, 
demand and supply do not cause • ohanges in the amount pro
duced.

3. The eąuilibrium  of „sim plified exckange of 
goods“. In this ca-se we assume that the amount of commo
dities produced can change but the amount of real and money 
capital remaines constant during the period under consideration.

4. General economic eąuilibrium . In this ease we 
consider as changęable all economic magnitudes> and seek for 
the system of eąuations, which form the conditions of eąui
librium.

Applying the coneept of eąuilibrium has — according to 
prof. Zawadzki — yet another advantage. Xamely that the no- 
tion of yalue in eschange loses^óll signifiednee as a scientific 
explanation of the forming of ęonditions of exchange. During 
the whol&pf the X IX  eentury economic thought was burdened 
with the hypothesis that “it is possible to discoyer the cause 
of yalue, which would explain the* fact that one ;thing is ex- 
changed for a certain amount of another and this would, at 
the same time, define the rate of exchange“ Some writers 
went eyen further aiul treated value in exchange as an existing 
objective property of goods2, the discovery of which is the key 
to the process of price formation. It is the disposition of the 
human mentality to explain yarious phenomena by a single 
cause that appears in this attachment to the conoept of the 
yalue1 in exchange as a fnndamental factor accounting for the 
price strueture. Reality is different uearly eyery phenomenon 
is the result of the action of many interrelated forięs. The 
theory of eąuilibrium enables us to take into consideration all 
these numerous forces. “This theory deyelopes and ,expressses 
in an exact way this idea of mutual dependance and the 
simultaneous expression of all economic magnitudes. It giyes 
us the only correct solution of the problem and teaches us 
that prices (i. enthe prices of commodities as well as the prices

1 The A pplication . of M atliematics to P olitica l Econom y, page 231— 2.
2 Ibid., page 232.
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of production serviees) must reach sucli levels as to fulfill all 
the conditions necessary for the establishment of eąuilibrium, 
in other words, must fulfill all eąuations. In this respect this 
theory substitutes the theory of yalue'1 writes professor Za
wadzki 1.

Professor Zawadzki returns once more to the role of the 
theory of value in his long introduction to Wartość i cena (Value 
and Price) edited in 1919. In this introduction he proves, by 
detailed argument that ‘The concept of value in exchange as 
distinct from price (the simple rate of exehange) cannot be 
created without contradiction and is useless in political eco
nomy 2.

Discarding the idea of value in exchange as an aid to scien- 
tific thought on the processes of exchange, Zawadzki concentra- 
ted his interest on the problem of value as some sort of pheno- 
menon of economic psychology. The concept of vdlue in exekange 
is in itself a fiction, in concrete reality which surrounds us 
there is nothing which corresponds to this concept. Because 
of the fact that this concept, kowewer fictious, is obstinatly 
held in economic thinking it beeomes a faetor forming economic 
reality. He considered this concept in this light in his lectures 
and tried to explain the idea of value most generally held. 
He even introduced this concept into some of his definitions. 
For instance Zawadzki’s definition of money runs as follows — 
‘Tt is a commodity accepted not because of its direct utility 
but in order to make furtker excha.nges if the idea of constant 
and unrelatiye value is attached to it“ .

Theory of Production.

As I kave mentioned above Zawadzki discriminated between 
two factors forming economic life: economic magnitudes and the 
elements of economic life. The theory of eąuilibrium gives us the 
correct method for the investigation of the magnitudes. It is not, 
howeyer, adeąuate for the inyestigation of the elements which

1 The A pplication  o f M athematics to P olitica l Econom y, pages 231— 2.
2 Wartość i cena (Y alue and P r ic e )  a selection from the works of Polish 

and foreign authors with an introduction by Władysław Z aw ad zk i (Ge
bethner i Wolff, 1919) page X X X I I .
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constitute the uneconomiiFbasis of economic life. In this case 
the wider application oi the method of historical and socio- 
logical enąuiry is necessary. To this problem Zawadzki de- 
yotes his second great work Teoria produkcji (The Theory of 
Production) Warszawa 1923. In this work Zawadzki deyelops 
a eertain number of ideas which ca me to be evolved whileJstudying 
seyeral widely different authors, on one hand Marx, Proudhon 
and George Sorel and on the other Max Weber and Werner 
Sombart. In the introduction to The Theory of Production 
Zawadzki underlines specially the influence which George Sorel 
and Werner Sombart had on him.

The fundamental problem considered in The Theory of 
Production can be summed np in the ąuestion, in wliat way 
yarious psychological, ideological, religious, legał, or political 
sets of conditions influence production. The three fundamenta! 
concepts at the root of theiśfrdiscussions are those of regular 
production, of conditions of production and of the type of 
production.

.Śi3eording to prof. Zawadzki production Can be ealled re
gular when in a giyen society, the same possibilities of prod u clii on 
are always exploited. For instanSe the constant exploitStion of the 
possibilities of production which give the initiators of production 
the greatest monetary profit is c-haracteristic of that^set of 
conditions which Zawadzki callsBcommodity — indiyidualistic 
production". In The Theory of Production Zawadzki does not 
oSeupy himself with conditions of production in generał but 
only with the conditions of regular production.

The problem of the conditions of production presents 
a number of difficultięfS Most freąuently some phenomenon 
acąuires the ehajacter of condition of regular production not of 
its own accord but because of the existence of another set of phe
nomena. For instanee in modern factory production and liighly 
deyeloped technical division of labour, the worker’s habit of 
starting and finishing his work very punctually us most impor
tant,. but it loses all its importancefcf the conditions which 
prevail in the worksliop of a smali artisan. The freedom of 
economic actiyity which in one set of conditions can help to 
establish regular production, can in other conditions help to 
disorganize it. In this way the phenomenon which in one set
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of conditions may be essential, in another, may be superfluous 
and even harmful to the functioning of regular production. In 
connection with the different types Zawadzki dirides the 
conditions of prodpction into different categories: necessary, 
normal, unconditional, oomplementary, antagonistic etc.1.

Regular production, awording to Zawadzki, can only 
eyist; in a certain definite set of different conditions, “in certain 
eombinations of phenomeniwcomplementary to each other and 
so adjusted as to make all moments of production harmoniously 
conditioned by them“2. Such eombinations are called types of pro
duction. The number of posifrble types of production limi- 
ted because, "the phenomena which, in certain eombinations (if 
it were possible for these eombinations to e®ist) could in prin
ciple secure regular production cannot always®exist simultan- 
eously due to the relations between them on one hand and 
human naturę and natural necessities on the other" 3. On the 
foundation of extensive historical and soeiologieal studies Za
wadzki carne to th^Jcongiusion that we c an only imagine fiye 
types of harmonious production: 1 ) primitive” 2 ) eompulsory, 
3) patriarchal, 4) commoditj^ndiyidualistic, 5) collecuwe.

Zawadzki deyotes the grc&ter part of the w orle in ąuestion 
to the analySis of the Conditions of funetmning of these types. 
He pays special attention to the oommodity-indiyidualisfec type 
as being neafSt to contemporary reality. This type of produc
tion, thought Zawadzki, answers in generał to the oombination 
of conditmns whieh, in the terminology of other *economistsS is 
called, capitmistie'ebonomy. The ćóntemporary theoretieal eco- 
nomists generally consider commodity imUvidua.li!st io production 
as actually iu eXistanbęt Zawadzki contende-d that this was under- 
sta-ndable but not necessary. We can also try to build up a the
oretieal system on vl™ assumption of anothe” tyjje of production. 
In particular, he lhought the regular colleetiyist production 
ąuite possible and tried to define the uneconomic conditions 
of such production.

The fundamental concept of The Tliemy of Production 
inyohms krBiouS comequeneks<»in the field of polki cal economy.

1 The Theory o f Production* '1Cliapter II, page S II I— V.
2 Ibid. page 71. s Ibid. page 71.
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The economic policy which tries to ostablish a certain regularity 
in production must realize as fully as possible the conditions of 
a certain typeof production. Tliisiswhj Zawadzki, being convin- 
ced of the possibility of realizing a regular oollect i vist production, 
was, at the same time, opposed to all radical social changes in 
conditions of capitalistic ̂ economy h

Interesting conseąuenees also resulted from Zawadzki’s 
opinion on historical development. In his opinion revolu- 
tionary rather than eyolutionary development was possible. 
“5To type of production was evolved by degregrs from the pre- 
vious — each type minie about by violent revolution“ 2 writes 
Zawadzki, in considering the possibilities of realizing the eol- 
lecti vist type of production. Certainly this does, not mean that 
Zawadzki was an advocate of social revolution. To be an agitator 
for social revolution it is necessary to jhe convinced of the 
superiority of the collectivist form of production over the indi- 
vid ualistic form and also to be convinced that social revolution 
creates not only the possibility but the certainty of realizing 
the colleetmst form of production. When Zawadzki was writing 
his Theory of Production . lim was no longer convinced of the 
superiority of the collecti vist over the individualiOTC type of 
production. Considering the possible results of revolution nis 
opinion was that, “it is certain that long and intense class 
warfare must lead to the break-down of the indmdualistic 
type of production, but it is not certain that it would create 
the conditions of regular colleetmst production “. Which could 
only be attained in a very unlikly combination of circumst ances3.

This train of thought not only did not result in revolutio- 
nary opinions, but during the last twenty years of his life lead 
Władysław Zawadzki close to conserratism. But he was a con- 
servative who knew and understood perfectly the most radi
cal trends of social thought.

* **

Shortly after the coup d’ćtat in May 1926 the late prof. 
Zawadzki started to withdraw himself from theoretical wo^k

1 Ibid. page 503— 16 and chapter II I  in the fourth part. 
’ Ibid. page 573. 8 Ibid. page 582.



and became oęcupied with practical problems. In 19*29 he 
became the director of tlie Chamber of Industry and Commerce 
in Wilno, in 1931 he became Yice-Minister and in 1932 Minister 
of the Treasury. In tho autornn of 19.'iS, he resigned from the 
Ministery and returned to scientific work. Then his interest 
was turned to the problems of money and credit. The result 
of this was the article on banks publislied in Encyklopedia nauk 
politycznych (The Encyelopedia of Political Scieijges), and a lecture 
entitled Manipulowanie pieniądzem-jako narzęd&jł polityki gospo
darczej (The Manipulation of Money as an Instrument of Eco- 
tnmnic Policy), published as a separate pamphlet by the Eco
nomic Society in Cracow. At the same time he lectured on the 
theory of money in the Central School of Commerce in Warsaw. 
Besides this he began to ocoupy himself with abstract conce- 
ptions in eeonomigs.- He published discussions on (WuĘycs m 
the Price Lecjil under the Influence of Maladjustmmit of Supply 
and Demand, “Economioa" (1937) and Dwie koncepcje równo
wagi ekonomicznej (Two eonceptMoŁ Economic Eąuilibrium) 
^Ekonomista" (1938). He was specially interested in the mo- 
yemenl centering around Keynes’ ideas set forward in The 
General Theory. In connection with this he published in “Eko
nomista" a very elear and interesting criticism of Keynes’ ideas.

All those w ho, during recent years, were familiar with 
the work of the late Władysław Zawadzki were of the impression 
that a new period of his scientific activity had begun. The death 
which cut short this activity was a hec vy loss to economic 
science in Poland.
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Streszczenie

Stanisław Swiańiewicz: Ś. p. prof. Władysław Zawadzki jako
teoretyk

Zmarły 12  kwietnia b. r. prof. Władysław Zawadzki był 
jednym z najwybitniejszych przedstawicieli szkoły matema
tycznej w ekonomii oraz wybitnymisocjologiem. Streszczany 
artykuł ma na celu szkicowo tylko wskazać najbardziej istotne 
punkty jego poglądów naukowych.

Czynniki działające w życiu gospodarczym dzieli prof. Za
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wadzki na wielkości ekonomiczne, czyli zjawiska które 
dadzą się pomyśleć wyłącznie na tle życia gospodarczego i które 
na ogół dadzą się ująć ilościowo, jak np. ceny, podaż, popyt, 
płace robocze, stopa procentowa, ilości dóbr wytworzonych lub 
sprzedanych, rozmiary zatrudnienia, oraz pierw iastki życia 
gospodarczego, to je&t zjawiska stanowiące pozagospodarcze 
podłoże życia gospodarczego, jak np. ilość ludności, jej potrzeby, 
upodobania, gusty, jej poziom moralny, stan wiedzy i umie
jętności technicznych, system prawny i administracyjny itd.

Badaniu stosunków zachodzących między wielkościami 
ekonomicznymi, poświęcone jest pierwsze wielkie dzieło prof. 
Zawadzkiego Les Math&matiques appliąues a Veeonomie poli- 
tiquę. 'Najbardziej istotne jestffcu pojęcie równowagi, które prof. 
Zawadzki określa jako stan, do którego doszły by na skutek 
wzajemnego oddziaływania wielkości ekonomiczne, gdyby pier
wiastki życia gospodarczego pozostały przez dłuższy czas bez 
zmńffly. Warunków równowagi poszukuje prof. Zawadzki drogą 
zastosowania formuł matematycznych. W normalnych warun
kach pojęcie równowagi wyznacza nam nie stan, ale tendencje 
gospodarki.

Badanie równowagi za pomocą rozumowania matema
tycznego doprowadziło prof. Zawadzkiego między innymi do 
porzucenia pojęcia wartości zamiennej, jako 'jakiejś wielkości 
objektywnej i uzależnienia wartości od wszystkich innych wiel
kości ekonomicznych w ten sposób, by został spełniony warunek 
oznaczonośei układu równań. Odrębnym zagadnieniem wartości 
interesuje się prof. Zawadzki tylko jako pewnym zjawiskiem 
psychologii gospodarczej.

O ile Zastosowanie 'matematyki do ekonomii politycznej po
święcone było głodnie badaniu wielkości ekonomicznych, o tyle 
w drugim swym wielkim dziele Teorii produkcji mijmuje się 
przede wszystkim pierwiastkami życia gospodarczego. Dzieło 
ro pozostaje pod wpływem Sorelajli Somb^mt.

Prawidłową produkcją nazywa Zawadzki taki układ sto
sunków, przy którym w danym społeczeństwie są Stale wyko
rzystywane te same kategorie możliwości produkcyjnych. Na 
przykład stałe wykorzystywanie możliwości dających inicjato
rom produkcji największy zysk pieniężny stanowi podstawową 
cechę tego układu stosunków, który Zawadzki nazywa typem
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produkcji towarowo-indywidualistycznej. Na-zasadzitg studjów 
historycznych i socjologicznych dochodzi Zawadzki do prze
konania, że możemy sobie wyobrazićijt.ylko pięt harmonijnych 
typów produkcji: 1) pierwotny, 2) produkcji opartej na przy
musie, 3) patriarchalny, 4) towarowo-indywidualistyozny, 5) ko
lektywistyczny. Szczególnie zajmuje się badaniem warunków 
gospodarki towarowo-indywidualistycznej i kolektywnej. Uwa
ża! bowiem za możliwą do pomyślenia prawidłową gospodarką 
kolektywną? Będąc jednak zwolennikiem harmonijności typów 
produkcji był przeciwnikiem próbięzęściowej socjalizacji w wa
runkach gospodarki kapitalistycznej. Rozważania historyczne 
doprowadziły go do przyjęcia koncepcji katastroficznej, nie 
ewolucyjnej rozwoju; uważa! iż „pewnym ̂ Wt, że przedłużająca 
się, a bardzo intensywnie prowadzona walka klas, musi dopro
wadzić do rozbicia indywidualistycznego typu produkcji, ale 
nie jest pewnym, czy wytworzy warunki prawidłowej produkcji 
kolektywnej — to ostatnie da się przy bardzo trudnym zbiegu 
okolicznojfei osiągnąć". Dlatógo prof. Zawadzki nra tylko nie 
był zwolennikiem rewolucji socjalnej, ale nawet w ostatnich la- 
ta-ch życia zbliżył się ideowo do konserwatyzmu.
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ANTONI TOM 

STABILITY OF FULL EMPLOYMENT

I

Since the appearenra of Keynejj last book1 the discussion 
of fuli emplc^ment may seem to be ratuer out of date, I think, 
however, that vTe are still far from the satisfactory solution of 
problems conaected with it.

The discussion of claSsics raises doubts in soihe respects. 
Natura!ly every one is at libettty to make what assumption 
they pleaso. If the RSumptions are obviously far remphed 
from reality it will make the applidation of the thewetical 
analysis to thajactual conditions more difficult, but it will not 
destroy their theoretical value. It is a different matter when 
the train of reasoning is doubiful and this is the ease m the 
Austrian schoors theory of fluctuation 2. The state of fuli 
employment can bl aśsumed as the basis for theoretical analysis. 
But it must be rejected afjthe proper time, that is, when due 
to the disturbamje in certain economic magnitudes 3, the un-

John Maynard. K e y n e s : T he General Theory o f E m ploym ent 
Interest and M oney.

2 The most representatiye book of this schooł is Prices and Production  
b y * .  A. H ay ak .

3 I use this'term iu the same meaning as the late prof. W . Z aw ad zk i, 
that is in the meaning of phenomena which cannot be imslgmed apart 
from eoonoinic life (prices, wages, the amount of oapital etc.). The subject 
m atter of eoonomics is thus the inyostigation of the. changes in ećonomic 
magnitudes the economic eleińents (human preferenceą, lagal conditions 
etc.) rettiainingtóonstant. ag® Z a w a d ź k i’s article: .1 Concept o f Eeontńnir 
Equilibriu-ni, Ekonomista 192S, nr IY.
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employment of men and capital would result. The Austrian 
schooi does not take into eonsideration these consfeąuences. of 
its assumptions. I t  considers the state • f fuli employment as 
a pewnanent phenomenon and the probmm of unemployment 
ia outside theflfield of its discussions. Thus the results of its 
analysis are questionablęT|In this article I  will try  to show the 
principal ehuses of the instability  of fuli employment and inve- 
stiggte the ways in which it can be ra t least tem porarily sta- 
bilized.

F or the tim e being the<j analysis in this‘ article will be 
based on two simplified assumptions, nameky I  will consider 
the economic system as first.ly isolaflted i. e. notęleychanging 
with other countries, secondly as based on the free actiyity  
of private|t‘ntrepreneurs. In  other words I  assume th a+ the 
statć^doos not makeljtahiy large public inyestments or folio w 
a policy of a ctire  interyention. L ater on I  will re ject both 
thesełj assumptions.

1. To define the state of fuli .employment seems at first 
glance superfluous. I t  appears, howeyer, thai^a few explanations 
would not be out of place as this idea is not as elear as it at 
first se[ems.

From  the definition it means th at the fuli capacity of 
existing factories and workshops is re-Sjehed. In  other words 
the elast.ioity of theii supply is eąual to zero. The smallest 
rise or change in production reąuires preyious idwestments. 
A t the same tinie the concept of fuli employment contains 
still another assumption. The fuli employment of a ll factors 
of production a t the dispogal of society is tacitly  a.ssumed. 
This means th at there are no u nqm pl oyfcd capital goods or 
labourers on the market. The result of this is th at at the 
moment there is, a t least in appearen.ee, no possibility of in- 
BestmSnt.

The ąuestion arises whether “fulluemployment“ can be 
understood in the fuli meaning of the word. The state when 
a l l  factors of production are oompletely em ployedis yory unli- 
kely to occur. I t  has nothing to do with economic reality. One 
of the factors will always be in relatiye surpluś as oompared with 
others. B u t tejYen then fuli employment can jggist in the sense 
th at 1 he elasticity of supply falls to zero. The oause is imperfect
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substitution between factors of production i  Thus these which 
are in surplus cannot be transformcd into others, and only in 
such a way can all factors of production be employed, which 
would bring about the maximum social productivity.

At once a diffieulty arises. I f  a given faetor is in surplus 
while others are fully employed then its price wili probably 
start to fali. I t  is ąuite likely th at the downward tendeney 
will become generał. I f  capital goods are in surplus it must cause 
a fali in their produotion and thus a fali in einployment. I f  
human labour is in surplus the level of wages will fali, this 
will diminish the demand for goods and will cause the-,se- 
condary effect of a generał downwards tendeney. In  such 
cases as the ab o ve, the state of fuli employment would be 
only an ephemeral phenomen. I t  would depend only on the 
yelocity of reaotions of certain economic magnitudes.

I  do not think it is nocesŁaryAo present the problem in 
such an estrem e light, howeyer, i t  is true th at a surplus of 
capital goods would cause, though not at once, those effeets. 
On the other hand superfluous la¥our could, under certain con
ditions, cause no fali in wages. I f  the unemployed wrere ąuite 
unąualified they could not compete with the employed. In  
these circumstances it  is possible to conceive “fuli em ployment'1 
while structural unemployment exists (at the same tim e there 
can be yoluntary unemployment). Such a .situation cannot be 
imagined (except a S -very transitory) if other factors of pro
duction than labour are in surplus. Further I  will try to prove 
th at the state of fuli employment can only be transitory eyen 
if wre exclude the above difficulties.

2. The Austrian school conside-rs th at the impossibility of 
further inyestm ent makes the stabiiization of fuli employment 
impossible, it  preyems the conipietion of prewiously started 
“round about w a S  of production11. I t  seems th at the real 
difficulties are of ąuite a different character. Of them I  will 
speak later. At present I  will emphasize th at even in such 
a situation further economic growth is possible.

B oth  conditions of fuli employment (the^absence of free

1 See K a ld o r ’s, Stability and F u li Em ploym ent Economic .Journal,
December 1938, pages 644, 645.
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factors of production and the inelastic supply created by the 
exisring eąuipment) cannot be understood unconditionally. 
Fuli employment will here mean the i  uli employment with 
commodities at a given price and giyen remuneration for the 
serrices of faStors of production. This concept has a technical 
and an economical aspect. The first concerns the physical 
im possibility of increasing production. Such a phenomenon is 
very rare. Generaly it  is possible to produce some additional 
ąuantities of goods but the marginal costs will rise more than 
proportionally. W ith the present production eąuipment it is 
possible by raising the wages for additional hours of work to 
make the workmen increase the number of hours worked. Ana- 
logously the lack of unemployed on the labour m arket means 
only’ th at others (i. e. voluntarily unemployed) find it  does 
not p ay th em  to work for such Iow wago,s. B u t it  is likely that, 
with inćłfeased wage-s, at least some of them will start to work. 
T h e‘Same fean be said about other factors of production than 
labour, for m stance, an unprofitable mine of iron ore can become 
profitable because of a rise in the pricefof pig iron which in 
turn would enable a  number of enterprises to make investments. 
This cannot happen if there is afixed level of prices. B u t it  does 
not mean th at the excessive use of some fajCtorS of production 
would always; and in any circumstanees, be unprofitable. The 
impossibility of producing additional commodities at p/onstant 
prices means, th at under the circumstanees, production has 
reached its highest level (if smaller ąuantities of these goods 
could be produced profitably). This means th at from the eco
nomic point of view fuli employment has been reached. F u r
ther production is possible, technically speai mg, but unpro
fitable. In  the light of the above observations it  appears 
th at the concept of fuli employment is of a purely reialtive 
chara eter.

This is one reason wny investing and further economic 
development can K-xist in the state of fuli employment. The 
other reason is the existence of stocks of produetion goods in 
the hands of produce-rs and m erchants.

In  generał one can speak of non-superfluous stocks and 
superfluous or uninteid ional stocks. The nrst are the amounts 
of unsold goods in stock, the shortage of which would impede
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economic activity, that is to say it would make the producer 
increase production and the Wholesale merohant increase his 
purchases. These amounts areWdecided upon indiyidually by 
each entrepreneur but rise in times of prosperity. In times of 
recession, when the demand for commodities decreases, only 
very smali quantities are intcntionaly kept in stock.

During fuli employment intentional stocks arefiarge. Their 
ezistence increases the plasticity of supply, which duringłśuch 
periods, is very smali. Thus inwnstments are possible at the 
expense of reduoed stocks of production goods. From  a certain 
point of wiew, t-he existence of stock, is more impoDant than 
the inrpossibility of inćr@ sed profitable production. The point 
is th at, hawing goods in stock, it is possible to make inweśtsnents 
ąuickly. I t  is unnecessary to manufactnrfi prodneers goods if 
they aretfalready in stock ln  this respect the state of fuli 
employment represems the greatest pośsibilities which result 
from comparatiw.ely unnecessary stocks. I t  is unnecessary to add 
th at in the above argument I  tacitly  assumed the existence of 
structural unemployment of man power. Making inwestments 
is impossible when there is no unemployed labour. In  the pre
sent circumstances it  is difficult to suppose th at such a ease is 
far remowed from reality.

I t  isjeleęr th at the aecumulation of any superfluous stock 
whatsoewer will wery soon lead the producers to lim it production. 
In  other words it  contradicts the assumption of relative fuli 
employment.

Two things make investments possible. The first n ą jth at 
the limits of fuli employment are wory vague from the economic 
point of view. The limits of ifctechnieal fuli employment are 
mueii wider and much more defined Thus the degree of economic 
fuli employment can, in principle, be enlarged. The second is 
th at the ezisting stocks of producer goods on the market 
can b "liq u id ated  partially or ehtirely. Thus it will be possible 
to increase production withonDany great disturbanee, and this 
allows further economic dewelopment. There will ańse a tendency 
to renew the liąuid&ted stock beesm^e of the new production 
eąuipment available.
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I I

o . Up to now I  have. been eonsidering only tlie conditions 
on the supply side. I t  is, howeyer, certain th at the increament 
of inve-stments does n ^ Jo n ly  depend on the possibiiities of 
producing m o re jiu t eąually on the expectations oi profit. I t  
is not enough to st;Me th at the perfect realization of the S ta te  
of fuli,employment.fs possible. In  other words it is nohsufficient 
to state that there are reserves of capital goods and labour. 
When eonsidering fuli employment it is  m oreim portaut whether, 
in the long rnn,itpaysVntrepreneurs to make large urmstm ents. 
I f  it  does not, the reywal in all branches and all stagćSJof pro- 
duęoion will not last.

Fuli employment of the whole system means fuli em 
ployment in all stages of production. Investing in 6he con- 
sumers goodKindustries necessary to maintain fuli employment 
in the higher stages of production. Otherwiśe there will not be 
enough demand for producers goochaand there is no mason 
why tlie_p'roduoęrs should not dumipsh production. Thus un- 
employ mcm starts a cumulative downwa^d-tendomm The 
when Ihe demand for production goods for renewal purposes 
is ju lt  sufficient to employ the whole ecpiipment of tne higher 
stages iS jW ęry  nnusnal c^lneidence. This would only be possible 
if thenst&te intervened and th at I  do not wish to diseuss here.

Thus it can be seen that the necessary condition for thgj 
stability of fuli employment is further dęmtopment in the 
cunsumers goods industries. This is the first condition. The 
Second isyas follow s1. In  i he higher stages of produdtion, not 
only producers goods, which are dimetly apiilied in the. .ęon- 
sumption industriosu afe mknufactured but also some machines 
and tools which serye to manufacture other iirodueers goods. 
In other words, the seńond condition of fuli employment in the 
higher stages makeS|furtner derolopmejrt necessary. fcAgain it 
is not likely that. the production of those goods of the highest 
degrfte would not increase mhe demand for renewal purposes 
very much. And in any other case there will not be sufficient

1 This lis not tak sa  into ęonsidem iou by JKaldor in tho pre-rion sly  
cited artiołe.
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demand for the producers goods of the highest degree. Their 
production wili have to be liiuited.

Finally the condition essential to the stability of fuli 
employment is the incream ent of the production eąuipment 
both in the producers goods and the consumers goods indu- 
stries. That means the broadening and lengthening of the 
process of production. I f  can last as long as the demand for 
-consumers goods is increasing progressively. In  other conditions 
it would pay nobody (or hardly anybody) to buy goods for 
investing. In  the mrantime while fuli employment exists, there 
is no reason wha<tsoever why social incom eRhoiild increase 
rapidly. At the same time society’s propensity to consume 
rather decreases. Thus the investments will have to decrease 
rather than increase which eausąs the accumulation of too 
large stocks in the higher stages and thns partl&l unemployinent.

There is still one factor Tćcfing in this' direction, the cqui- 
pment in the higher stages is generally bought with a view to 
further development. In other words it can manufacture more 
than the forseen demand for producers goods. So if inrestments 
decrease from the abov^?,auses, the unused part of the pro
duction capacSty will be increased proportionally.

4. The ąuestion arises whether there is not, in the me- 
chanism of capitalistgGonom y anythmg which would restore 
fuli employment. The Aufftrian sęhool would answer this with 
a fundamental argument. I t  is, liowever, only applicable in 
a very high degree of abstraction. Hayek in Prices amd P ro 
duction speaks of the transference of producers goods from one 
stage of production to another. In  our case such a witndrawal 
of the ad eą u S e  amount of producers goods to consumpiion 
goods industrios where fuli employment still exist-s could be 
madę.

In  practice it is impossibly because of the high degree 
of specialization of production goods. The necessary transfer 
would very seldom pay beoause of the ve.ry high costs, The 
situation ho we cer, would not change very much even if all 
goods were unspecialized. Even in the cuse of the enterpriśes 
changing to the production of new goods it  would be impos^ible 
as it would most likely take too long. Frictional unemployinent 
of capital goods would cause a further fali in production in the
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higher stages. Thus,reve.n accepting saeh abstract assumptions, 
it  appears rhat fuli employment is onhifci transitory phenomenon. 
I f  we abandon the reasoning of the Austrian sschool, wbici t is 
too far from reality, we should obtain this result earlier, howeyer, 
the representatires of this school considered fuli employment 
as a permanent state. After rejecting this assnmption tliere 
would be nothing to justify  the deductions, based on them.

5. Up till now I  have considered oidy the situation on 
the commodity market. I t  is certain th at the money and credit 
factors can ca-use very far reaching changes. W ill they act in 
the same way in our case ! I  do not t.hink so. Money Is a de- 
pendant and nor an independent variable which wonld modify 
real relafions.

In generał the actiy ity  of the entrepreneurs can be financed 
in two ways: 1) tlirough bank credit, 2) b.yithe issue of shares. 
The first way is used during the earlfy part of the boom, that is, 
when there are great actual possibilities of profit. As the boom 
develops thegissue of shares comes more and more into play.

Banks create credit, th at is lend, so long as they expect 
a further development of the prosperity. In  the state of fuli 
employment creating credit is connected with greater un- 
eertainty and so the premiiun must be greater. Thus the rate 
of discoum increases i u spite of the inoreament of the^amount 
of bank deposits. At the same tim e banks start a restrieiing 
policy classifing creditors more carefully aceording to their 
solidity. In  such a situation managing enterprise^ involves 
great difficulties, because of the insufficient supply of financial 
means.

I t  is, however, elear th at the lack of an adeąuate supply 
of credit is, here, a secondary factor. The banks’ supply of 
credit does not depend, at least in the situatmn in ąuestion, 
oither on the amount of depouts in banks or on the will of 
managers. The docisive factor is the forseen demand for credit 
and the risk in lending. which depend in tnrn on the forseen 
profitability of enterpri^s. When in fuli employment there 
are ordy very sm ali possibilities of investing, the supply of 
credit is falling and the rate of discount increasing. Thus possi
bilities of profitable inyestments (and some possibilities still 
exist.) are very limited.
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So if bank credit were the only way of financing the 
enterprises, difficnlties would be encountered onee. B u t as 
the boom dRglops the issue of shares is more and more irnpor- 
tan t. There is no reason for its deerease while fuli employment 
exists. Peopłe buying shares do not realise a jom t stock com
pany^ possibility of deyełopment. The ospectations of the rnan 
in the street are only baśęd on the tendency of deyełopment 
during previous years. A high diyidend is a magnet attraeting 
buyers. This tendency of deyełopment is a thing of the past, 
it  is not actual, tells us nothing of the futurę possibilities of the 
enterprise.

Banks are, in generał, posessed of much better infor- 
mation. Thus there is very little  likelihood th at they will be 
attracted  by  high dividends payed a short tim e ago. I f  there 
esist only smali money sayings in the society1 then credit 
difficulties will very soon arige in the state of fuli employment 
and the downward tendency will bć^speeded up. I t  would be 
imagined th at the cause of the deeline are money and credit 
conditions but this is only fam appear&nce because the real 
cause is the condition of the commodity market.

From  this it  results th at rich countries have more chance 
of m aintaining prosperity than the poor countries. They can 
postpone the beginning of depression, but this is their only 
advantage. When external influences are absent the down- 
wards tendency will have to appear regardlcss of the wealth 
of the country. L ater on it will be seen th at th e r if  are some 
other factors in action. Before esamining them it is impossible 
to say whether rich or poor countries ha$e the best chance 
of maintaining fuli employment.

6. Too smali a demand for producers goods is the most 
probable and most fundamental cause of the break-down. This 
lack of demand is the result of too smali a ri&e in consumption. 
Thus not all production goods cen be used, the further enlar- 
gement of production eąuipment is superfluous. Before the 
publiodtion of Keynes’ last book ąuite a different view was 
generally held. This was th at the generał downward tendency

1 O r  i f  i t  i s  n o t  c u s t o m a ć y  t o  i n v o s t  t l i e f t i  in . s h a r e s  O f  .n d u s ta > i? i l  
e n t e r p r i s e s . - .  .
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was cai/śed by too great an effective demand for consumers 
goods. On the previous assumptions investments did not increase 
eonsumption. Too great a eonsumption demand would lim it the 
supply of producers goods. Thus the demand for producers 
goods (MaiId not be satisfied. I t  would be worth ascertaining on 
what assumption such an argument|eóuld be justified.

The economic break-down due to the too large demand 
for eonsumption goods is only possible in two c a ^ :  1) the 
propen sity of the socip.ty to consume graduałly increases, 2) the 
supply of consumers goods decreases. B oth  the^^cases are very 
far remojied from reality. The first is based on the theory of 
forced savings, the argument runs as follows —  workers and 
officials must lim it their consunrption because prięęs of coinmo- 
ditias’ rise due to the credit creation of banks L ater their 
incomes will rise and they #  inćsfS-se their teonsumption. 
Then it  will appca.r th at there are too few eonsumption goods 
on the m arket. However it is obvious to me that thanks to 
the ic,redjt#crpa|ion, the purchasing power of the entrepre
neurs increases and the price lewel of producers goods rises 
but it is difficult to understand why the price of consumers 
goods should rise. Thus there is no cause why, in the earły 
boom, the employeęs,- should make forced savings (unless we 
assume th at the supply of consumers goods is uow dimi- 
nis Lidii). Theae is no reason why in a later period the s R ie ty ’s 
propensity to consume should increase. The second case, that 
is the fali in the supply of con,summers goods, is stiłl less pro- 
bable. The adęeptance of the assumption in : ser a j on 4 is ne- 
ppssary. The sSpply of those eommodities would only deerease 
when a part of production eąuipment was withdrawn from the 
higher Stages of production. I t  is not only impossible, from the 
tecł nical point of view, but, which is more im portant, it  is 
impossible from the economic point of wiew. I t  is difficult to 
understand why the higher stages would have to be enlarged 
when the production of consumers goods was simultaneously 
doorgasing. In  such a situation social income only undergoes 
very smali changes because the state of ernp.loyi.nent remains 
the^same or very nearly the same. The society’s aroBensity to 
consume will probably deerease. The smali increase of the 
supply of consumers goods would be quite sufficient to satisfy
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the demand h It  is st.ill more probable tliat, afte'r some time, 
at least some method of production more teehnically perfect 
will be used. So the snpply of consumers goods may be rather 
too big than too smali.

I t  is unlikely th at such a surplus of consumers goods 
would alone cause a downward tendency. The?changes on this 
m arket are much smaller and appear much later than the 
changes on fthMmarket for producers goods. The over production 
of consumers goods is not very im portant as it  is not likeljt 
to occur. The most im portant factor is th at the demand for 
consumers goods is not large enough to use up production 
goods ąuickly enough. The demand for production goods is 
too smali. This causes credit difficulties and in many cases 
prevents the completion of investments already begun. In  the 
light of these facts it  would seem that the cause of the depression 
is the situation on the consumers goods m arket. I t  seems to 
me better to explain it by the structure of production in the 
capiśalistic system. The demand for consumers goods can be 
inert ased in a greater or less degree and according to this the 
state of fuli employment will be more or less lasting. B u t the 
demand must increase progressively so as to m aintain fuli 
employment in the higher stages of production. Prom the 
moment when unemployment is abolished further growth of 
social income at such a speed as previously is impossible.

7. The purpose of the above argument was to prove th at 
the state of fuli employment is a very tem porary phenomenon. 
This statem ent may appear to be ąuestionable. A state approa- 
ching fuli employment lasfed many years in the X IX - th . 
century, and this is probably why so few economists took into 
consideration involuntary unemployment. Those who did, put 
it  down to technical progress. So it is n&eessary to show the 
relation between the argument described above and the actual 
appearance of phenomenaAUp till now we have considered the 
system in whiśh the state does not make any large investments, 
The demand for producers goods was smali and less stable,

1 IIayę,k uaas n^ooaeept of the period of time. which is long anough 
to allow Changes in the structure of prodijction but too słrort to allow 
the production of consumers goods to increase. It is elear Iraat there is 
a contradiction here.
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which alone increases the instability of tlujgstate of eąuilibrium. 
In  the X IX -th  gŚntury tho state did not ma ke jjj&rge im estm ents 
and in spite of this eąuilibrium was mucu more, s ta b le1.

From  our point of view another fact te much more im- 
portaut, th at is tlie speed of re-actioii of the system to-changeg 
in economic magnitudes. The smaller it  is the more stable the 
whole ekonomie system. In  this article I  liave been analjjśing, 
not determining, the interval of time between the first change 
in our system and all sefehndary changes. This may suggest 
that in reality these phenpmena fołlow one another elosely. 
I f , by thę-help statistics one could defbie time intercalSj^f 
different length, the system would appear much more stewie. 
And so it is in reality. The reptesentation of this fact would, 
howewer, not be without certain difficulties. To do this it would 
be ne-cessary to use suffioiently precise eon cepts of the length 
of different economie periods. They would havę to be much 
more definite than those used in the theory of econornics 2.

In  ćhnnhUion with the aboye arguments two more eon- 
ditions 3 on which the degreelof stability  of the sta tfj of fuli 
employment de|pends"an be established

1) The degree of stability  is greater the smaller the higher 
stages of production, becausein these cireumstances the demand 
for renovation of the existing ecpiipment will be big enough to 
employ the higher stages of production. W e can assume th at 
the richer the country, the more developed and larger is its 
production pyramid. A ri< h oountry, has in conseąuence smali 
possibilities of maintaining fuli employment.

3) The stabilization of fuli employment is greater when 
the development of prosperity is more uniform. Regularly"' 
and slowly increasing demand for oonsumers goods means the 
slow enlargment of eąuipment. Thus there is a greater like- 
iihood tliattj the production of consumption and production 
goods will be more parallel. The higher stages of production 
will not be enlarged too much.

1 I will return tjirthis in sećjjio.n 11.
2 See R o b e rtso n  I t .  I I . ,  &aving (md H oarding  (The Economic 

Journul 1933) and L u u d b e rg  If ,. Shi.dies in the, Theory of Beonomw Ex- 
panision, chapter I  and I I .

3 See the ahoyp citod article of Kaidnr.
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In  a rich country the proponsity to consume decreases 
ąuickly when incomes increase,pm d the dev»elopnjent of pros
perity is (juito big in the early stages of a boom. In  the lat-er 
stages the tempo of dewelopment decreases. In  a poor country 
the Kontrary is the case, so it  has more chanc-es of stabilizing 
fuli enrployment.

In  conclusion it  may be said th at a poor country has more 
chance of maintaining prosperity. Howecer, a t the moment 
when the situation on the commodity m arket beoomes unfa- 
vourable, a rich country can do much more m  maintain fuli 
employment longer period of tim e by artificial means.

I I I

8. To prolong the state of fuli employment OTerR, period 
of tim e, there mustf exist a tendency for supply or demand 
to increase. I t  seems that changes in supjdy only are insufficient. 
There are liere two po.ssibilities: 1) t&c,hnica!l or organizational 
change in the method of production, 2) a fali of the rate of 
discounl.

Tlie first factor in the conditions under consideration, will 
be insufficient. The conseąuence of any change of this sort will 
be alrise in  the costs of production because the cost of investments 
is greater than cost of the current output with the old eąuipment. 
Thus, such a change can be made only when an increase in the 
demand for products is expected. When, in the sur te of fuli 
employment, the change in demand does not appear of its 
own accord it  is unlikely th at changes in [techniąue will be 
made. Thęyffcan only be of a secondary charaoter, and will 
appear when, b ® au.se of the increased demand for commo
dities, they will become profitable,

The decrease in the rate of discount, that is the impro- 
vement of the conditions for obtaining credit is, in these circum- 
stanceM very unlikely. When the unccrtainty increases iuspite 
of the increament in the bank deposits the cost of obtaining 
credit will rise.

9. There also exist other possiblilitieś. of enlarging pro
duction, 1) a rise in the society’s propensity to consume,
2) a change. in the direction of demand for^ commodities.
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The rise in the socifety’s propensity to consume is not 
a necessary phenomenon, it  is, however, possible. I f  the society 
had tim e to get accustomed to higher incomes it  is possible, 
if not probable, th at the rate of savings will decrease. The 
demand for consumers goods may increase and after some time 
new inyestments will become necessary. This will a t first 
result in liąuidation of the stocks of producers goods. I f  these 
stocks were volunta-ry they would be renewed.

When the societyts propensity to consume is increased 
the prices of some consumers goods rise but not uniformly, some 
rise more, some less and some do not rise at all. Due to the in 
creased demand for consumers goods the stocks will be liąui- 
dated, but production eannot be inertiased without previous 
inyestm ent. This in turn means a liquidation of stocks of pro- 
duBbs goods and1 a rise in wages, or the employment of workers 
till now unemployed, if in these conditions there are any. (See 
section one). Both  mean inereament in purchasesSJso the revival 
will be maintained both in the higher ktages of produc tion and 
in the industries of consuniers gooils. Obyiouslythetenlargement 
of some branches of production may be accompanied by the 
fali in the profitability of others. I  eannot here go into a more 
detatled analysis specially as there are many indeterminate 
elements.

W hat is im portant is th at in this way fuli employment 
can be mantained, but it  will only last a short time. Yery 
soon the danger of unemployment will arise in the higher 
stages of production though the .revival will still last in the 
consumers goods industries.

The possibilities of stabilizing prosperity depend to a large 
extent on the moment when the increase in the demand for 
commodities.appears. I f  it  appears after a long period of time 
the production of the higher stages will be preyiously limited 
and unemployment will exist. I t  is doubtful whether a down- 
ward tendency couldKhen be stopped.

On the other hand the :ncreament of the propensity to 
consume may arise while a revival still esist-s in the higher 
stages of production. The prioes of producers goods will have 
reached their highest leyel and the making of inyestments will 
inyolye high costs. Then it  cari be more profitable to use the
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machines more intensively and lengthen the working day by 
the payment of higher wages, production will continue 
at increasing costs but this v ill involve a smaller espenditure 
than the purchase of investm ent goods. In  such conditions the 
sta te  of fuli employment is more lasting than in other circum- 
stanccs. At the same tim e when there is a revival in the con
sumption goods.-industries the firms manufacturing inyestm ent 
goods are inactive. ijfotking countoracts the immediate appea- 
rance of the downward tendeney.

The result is simple, the state  of fuli employment is only 
comparatively stable when the propensity to consume increases 
and there is a slight downward tendeney in the prices of pro
ducers goods. Then it will be probable that many enterpeneurs 
will invest.

10. When the generał propensity to consume increases. 
the situation improyes more or less in a ll branches of production. 
The case is different when there is a- change only in the direction 
of consumption. Then because of the keener competition, a part 
of enterprises functioning till now are economically deśtroyed. 
I t  is a case of a change of fashion 011 a large scalę (for instance, 
through a great adyertising campaigne the public is persuaded 
to buy wireless sets in great ąuantities).

This is com paratiyely much more probable when the 
system has nearly reached the state of fuli employment. The 
cause of this is that the propaganda for the change in fashion 
is in the interest of the producers of consumers goods. When 
fuli employment exists the demand for consumers goods is the 
greatest. The propaganda for eonsuming has no '‘raison d’etre“.

When fuli employment has not yet been reached the 
tempo of deyelopment in consumers goods industries is much 
smaller Jthan in the inyfestment goods industries. This will be 
specially marked if, simultaneously, which is possible, the pro
pensity to consume diminishes. I t  can be counteracted by 
great propaganda in advertising new consumption goods till 
now not vory popular.

I f  such action is cffćcti ve the production of these goods 
will increąge rem arkably. Sooner or later inyestments will haye 
to be made. They will be especially large in the case of the
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production of ąuite new commodities, then it  will be necessary 
for some new production goods to be manufactured.

A t the same tim e some of the existing enterprises begin 
to suffer losses, if these losses are spread oyer a smali number 
of ionterprises, a local unemployment may arise. If  they are 
spread over many branches of industry and commerce it is 
possible th at the downward tendency will not appear. Pro
duction and the state of employment will remain unchanged, 
only profit will decrease. In  these circumstanąes the stabiliza
tion of fuli employment will last longer, it is, howewer, impos
sible to determine how long.

Both  the means of maintaining prosperity considered, 
give very limited and temporary results. B u t it is ąuite likely 
that these effects will be repeated a number of times In succes- 
sion. Thus fuli employment might be stabilized, but this is not 
certain. I t  is impossible to prove the stability  of the system 
basing the proof 011 the apj>ęąrance of certain stimuli which 
do not eome into the field of economies. There is 110 eertainty 
th at they will appear, as they do not result from the meęhanism 
of economic life. I t  is still probable th at these stimuli would 
appear at the proper moment of time, th at is when the generał 
downward tendency had not yet appeured and while on the 
other hand the prices of producers goods had fallen so much 
th at it payed to incest. I f  the stimuli appear at any other 
moment there would probably be no result.

IV

1 1. The above described tendencies show less in reality. 
The reasons for this are.various. The most im portant is public 
inyestm ents. Because of these there ah^ays exists a great de
mand for producers goods and the probability of unemploy
m ent arising in the higher stages is much smaller.

Public inyestments may take the following form s:
1) The st-at^pan start a great reconstruction of the the eco

nomic system of the ^country, building up new railway lines, 
digging canals, taking aotion for the reorganization of the 
m arket (for instance the building of graneries, abatoires etc.) 
all this means a great demand for producers goods.
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2) Great public works (even if they are only a part of the 
trade cycle policy) are^also connected with the great demand 
for investment goods. It seems, howecer, that in tlus case the 
purchases of prodncers goods will he much smaller because 
the input of labour is comparatively large and the tools used 
are few and very primitive.

3) Great armaments. In this case the demand for pro- 
ducers goods is specially great. Germany skows us that it is not 
difficult to maintam fuli employment in such a situation, rather 
the contrary, the production eąuipment appeaTs to be too smali 
to satisfy the increasing needs of the country. It is more likely 
that the produetion is for futurę than of present needs.

Certain doubts could arise as to whether, in such conditi ms, 
the disappearance of some branches of consumers goods in- 
dustries would not coexist with the increase of the producers 
goods industries. Then partial unemployment would arise and it 
would be difficult to absorb it at onco. It seems, howecer, that 
the disproportion is much smaller that&mie would imagine. The 
armaments include not only the production of guns and/.aero- 
planes. Eąually necessary are great stocks of consumeńs goods 
(Wool and cotton matmials, boots, tined food etc.). Undoubtedly 
some branches of production will become less profitable (for 
instance the fancy goods industry). Thus certain difficulties 
may arise. In any ca!se the cause of the break-down will be most 
likely too great and not too smali a demand for commodities.

It is not cery probable that the same effeiits could bc 
attained only by the intervention of the state (for instance 
the reduction in taxes and in.tariffs for the producers of con
sumers goods and the reduction of difficulties for the manu- 
f^turers of producers goods). Oorjfain śtabilizing effectsBould be 
obtained in this way but only after a long tinugtMt is through 
the gradual reduction of higher stage^of production in compa
rison to the lower. But there will always fiSanother problem 
left unsolved. Of what use Can producers goods be in producers 
goods industry (that is producers goods of the highest degree)|j 
Their production will only be profitable when more round about 
ways of production will be gradually lenghtened, which is only 
likely in the time of the development of a boom.

Stabilization of fuli employment in the higher stages is
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possible in one more case. If the country is exporting a large 
amount of producers goods. The amount of export ought to 
deyelop gradually (or the amount of import of those goods 
deerease gradually). In any other case the production eąuipment 
would be enlarged too much and the situation would not differ 
from the one described aboye. The stabilization of fuli em- 
ployment was the effect of the great expansion to more and 
more markets.

1 2 . ifow it beeomes elear why at the beginning I accepted 
the two simplified assumptions, that is I  excluded the effect 
of public inyestments 1 and limited the subject matter of the 
analysis to the closed system. Such isolation is obviously 
justified and needs no explanation, but the elimination of 
public inyestments may seem ąuestionable.

The purpose of economic theory is to analyse the me- 
chanism of the economic processes and represent them in the 
clearest possible form. So it is necessary to eliminate all changes 
of an institutional character, The state can follow a policy of 
greater or smaller interyentionism. This varies at different 
times and in different countries. If we take into consideration 
all transitory and changing peculiarities we eannot come to 
a generał theory of a given phenomenon, it is necessary to 
exclude them at least temporarily.

I think that this is the proper method in our case. Tne 
result obtained will be remote from reality but it is not 
difficult to diminish abstraction and accept more particular 
assumptions. Thanks to the preyious simplifications it is easy 
now to divide transitory phenomena from more permanent 
properties of the economic system. If the institutional peculia
rities change it would be easy to accept other assumptions 
related to the field of the state actiyity, the tempo of technieal 
development etc.

This problem does not really differ from the problem 
considered by the late professor Zawadzki in his Jast article*. 
It was there represented in such a comprehensiye way that any

1 And the interyention of the state on a large scalę.
* See W. Zawadzki’® Two Concepta o f Econom ic Equilibrim n, Eko

nomista 1938, nr III.
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further corsiderations of it here would be superfluous. A cha- 
racteristic example of this method of theoretical analysis is 
the yery well known eoncept of eąuilibrium in the time of 
depression while unemployment exists. Such a state of eąui
librium exists only because the state opposes the downward 
tendency of wages 1 if the state did not oppose the demand 
for eommodities would deerease which would diminish the 
yolume of production. The cumulatiye downward tendency 
would deyelop further. In other words such eąuilibrium only 
exists with a given type of state policy. If the state, in its 
economic activity were applymg principles of liberalism the 
result would be ąuite different. Not to emphasize this fact 
would be to give an incorrect representation of the real ten- 
dencies of economic magnitudes. The proper conseąuence of 
such an approach to the theoretical problems would be insti
tutional inąuiry. Then many simplified assumptions would be 
superfluous. It eannot be denied that studies of this kind are 
yery useful but it is not likely that the meehanism of econo
mic processes could be analysed.

Fuli empłoyment of labour in capitalistic economy is a yery 
transitory state. The stabilization can only be maintained in 
the long run through the economic activit-y of the state. The 
purpose of this article has been to show the possibilities of 
maintaining the state of fuli empłoyment in this economic sys
tem without economic activity on the part of the state. I do 
not think it could be clearly represented when the States in- 
yesting activity is, from the begining, one of the datas of the 
analysis.

1 In these conditions there are among the unemployed many ąualif- 
ied men who are fit to he immediately employed. So the supply of labour 
esceeds the demand for it and in ordinary circumstances the level of wa
ges will fali. W hat I have written on K e y n e s ’ concept of eąuilibrium is 
only apparently contrary to the remarks in section one, then I was con- 
sidering unąualified men whos exoessive supply of labour eannot lower the 
level of wages payed to men then employed.
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Streszczenie 

Antoni Tom: Stabilizacja pełnego zatrudnienia
I. Celem artykułu jest wykazanie przyczyn niestałości 

stanu pełnego zatrudnienia i zbadanie dróg, prowadzących do 
jego stabilizacji. Rozumowanie opiera się na dwu upraszcza
jących założeniach. Przebieg zjawisk badany jest w: 1 ) ukła
dzie izolowanym, oraz 2 ) przy braku państwowej działalności 
interwencyjnej. — W dalszym ciągu te założenia zostają po
rzucone.

Stan pełnego zatrudnienia rozumiano jako całkowitą nie- 
elastyczność podaży. Jest to o tyle nie ścisłe, że: 1) bardzo 
często uda się powiększyć produkcję, podnosząc wynagrodzenie 
poszczególnych czynników produkcji, 2 ) istnieje rezerwa w po
staci dobrowolnie przechowywanych zapasów dóbr wytwór
czych, których można użyć w procesie produkcyjnym.

II. Zasadniczą przyczynę załamania stanowi brak popytu 
na dobra wytwórcze, co powoduje powstanie bezrobocia na 
„wyższych stadiach“ produkcji. Brak popytu na dobra wy
twórcze wynika stąd, że — przy stabilizacji stanu zatrudnie
nia — nie powiększa się popyt na dobra konsumcyjne, a za
tem nowe inwestycje są zbędne. Prawie nigdy potrzeby reno
wacyjne nie są na tyle duże, aby spowodować zatrudnienie 
całego aparatu wytwórczego na wyższych stadiach produkcji. 
Wobec tego prędzej czy później powstaje bezrobocie w prze
mysłach, produkujących dobra wytwórcze, co — przy braku 
interwencji z zewnątrz — powoduje kumulacyjny proces zniż
kowy. — T. zw. szkoła austriacka doszła do innych wniosków 
wskutek przyjęcia paru założeń całkowicie nierealnych.

Trudności pieniężno-kredytowe nie są niezależną przy
czyną załamania. Stanowią one raczej konsekwencję braku dal
szego wzrostu popytu na towary, ponieważ banki dopiero wów
czas zaczynają ograniczać rozmiary udzielonycn pożyczek. Na
tomiast rozmiary depozytów bankowych mają mały wpływ na 
udzielanie pożyczek przez banki. Ich rola ujawnia się tylko 
o tyle, o ile finansowanie działalności przedsiębiorczej odbywa 
się za pomocą emisji akcji. W każdym razie znaczenie oszczęd
ności pieniężnych jest znacznie mniejsze niż to sądzili „klasycy“ .

Nadmierny popyt na dobra konsumcyjne może spowodo
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wać trudności tylko w szczególnych warunkach. Dlatego mało 
jest prawdopodobne, aby miał wywołać powstanie ogólnej ten
dencji zniżkowej.

Stan pełnego zatrudnienia jest tym bardziej trwały, im:
1 ) mniej rozbudowane są wyższe stadia produkcji, 2 ) bardziej 
równomiernie i powoli odbywa się „wzrost koniunkturalny1'.

III. Stabilizacji pełnego zatrudnienia nie spowoduje ani 
zmiana techniki produkcji, am poprawa warunków kredyto
wych. Wystąpienie któregokolwiek z tych czynników jest w tych 
warunkach nieprawdopodobne.

Natomiast istnieją inne możliwości: 1 ) wzrost społecznej 
skłonności do konsumcji, 2 ) zmiana kierunku popytu na to
wary. — W artykule przedstawione jest, jaid będzie dalszy 
bieg wypadków, wywołany przez każde z tych zjawisk. Oka
zuje się, że żadne z nich nie może dokonać stabilizacji na dłuzszy 
przeciąg czasu. Działanie ich odnosi skutki tylko przejściowe.

IV. W warunkach rzeczywistych wielką rolę odgrywa in
westycyjna działalność państwa oraz fakt, że żaden kraj nie 
jest układem izolowanym. Przez to naszkicowane tu tendencje 
przebiegają w formie znacznie złagodzonej.

Wchodzą w rachubę następujące możliwości: 1) przebu
dowa gospodarcza struktury kraju, 2 ) wielkie roboty publiczne,
3) zbrojenia, 4) stopniowy wzrost eksportu dóbr wytwórczych.

Staje się teraz zrozumiałe przyjęcie na wstępie założeń 
upraszczających. Gdyby ich nie zrobić, nie byłoby jasne, czy 
stabilizacja pełnego zatrudnienia jest skutkiem samorzutnie po
wstającej tendencji ekonomicznej, czy też wynika z interwencji 
czynników, znajdujących się z zewnątrz układu gospodarczego. 
W danym wypadku chodzi o działalność państwa, która zmie
nia kierunek tendencji ekonomicznej.

Polityka państwa może być liberalna lub interwencyjna, 
zmienia się to z okresu na okres. Jeśli od tego nie abstrahować, 
nie uda się oddzielić zjawisk przejściowych od trwalszych wła
ściwości systemu gospodarczego.



A B S T R A C T S  FRO M  CO NTRIBU TIO NS TO ECONOM ICS 
P U B U S H E D  IN  PO BISH  IN  T H E  PERIO D  1936— 1937

Prof. Edward Taylor, Wstęp do ekonomiki, część pierw
sza. Poznańskie Prace Ekonomiczne, nr 23. (Introduction to Eco- 
nomics. Part I), Poznań 1936, pp. 190.

Tlie object of this book is to synthesize the results of 
progress in economies during the last few decades, and to 
deepcn and reconstruct in their light the foundations of eco
nomic theory, based on an analysis of the historical develop- 
ment of the problems in ąuestion.

The author rejects the definition of economies as a science 
of exchange, values, prices, social economy, economic actiyities 
and prosperity, and thinks that Adam wnitHp definition of 
economies as the science of social income, best describes the 
subject of its inyestigations, if by income is understood a sum 
of materiał means to satisfy needs. Economies is a social science 
because of the important part it plays in the existence of 
nations, and because of the indispensable element of hu
man relationship in gaining social income. On the other 
hand, the limitation of investigation, to materiał goods, of 
which social income consists, produces the real substance of eco
nomic phenomena. With immaterial goods, economy is not 
possible in completeness (postponement for the futurę), and 
this is why the character of the phenomena bound up with 
them has a purely psychical difference, making it a subject 
for other sciences.

The author opposes the division of economies into theo- 
retical and political. The latter can claim no foundation as 
a separate science, as the objective economic aim cannot be 
ascertamed from the social point of view. If we consider political
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economy as a state actiyity it becomes a part of the science 
of state administration, which was originally the case (Skarbek 
1820, Ran 1826). It is more suitable to diyide economics into 
generał economics and particular economics, of which the first 
treats of the generał rules, while the second analyses the forms 
of economic phenomena and problems appearing under the 
conditions of contemporary economy in the time and place 
referred to. This division is not identical with the division of 
economics into theoretical and descriptiye, which is neirher 
correct nor appropriate.

The author next considers the nomothetic or nomological 
character of economics as a science. The cause of disputes 
over this problem was its unfortunate formulation by the 
classic writers, particularly by J .  S. Mili. The classics, included 
the definition of the subject of economics (materiał goods) as 
well as the basis for the system of human economic actiyities 
(the principle of economics) in one construction „homo oeco- 
nomicus“ , to whom they attributed an endeayour to obtain 
the maximum materiał gains with the minimum expense or 
sacrifice. They did not perceiye that in this way they attri
buted to this “homo oeconomicus“ special motiyes for action 
characterized by materialism, egoism, etc. This theory of 
“economic motives“ was inconsistent with the psychology of 
a normal human being. A reaction to this assumption was 
bound to come. It found an expression in the historical school. 
It ’s criticism operated on the constant assumption that the 
inyestigation of the system of economic life can be based on 
the theory of economic motiyes; the conclusion was reached 
that either economics as a theoretical science, the nomothetic, 
is impossible in generał or that a theory can be constructed 
only for separate epochs of economic development (the older 
and younger historical school). A basis was sought for eco
nomic laws in the aims of social life (historical sociology of 
S. Grabski, teleologism of O. Spann) or in the reactions of 
certain conceptions of “ideał types“ (M. Weber, T. Brzeski). 
Howeyer, the theory of economic motiyes is completely super- 
fluous as a basis for the construction of economics of a nomo
thetic character. Economics is separated from other Sciences 
by its subject — social income, understood as a sum of ma-
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terial means for satisfying needs and studiea fmm the point 
of view of this function. The nomothetic character of eco- 
nomics, on the other hand, is a resnlt of the economic prin- 
ciple which characterizes every practical human actiyity and 
can be understood only formally and subjectively. Human 
aims may be very numerous, materiał and immaterial, egoistic 
and altruistic, they are always, howeyer, subjectiye and de
pendent in their formation on the cultural, legał and morał 
conditions of a given time and place. From this point of yiew 
the accusation made by American institutionalism that eco- 
nomics is of a normative character is unjust, because it charges 
the science with the treatment of economic activities as ex- 
clusiyely reflectiye and rational. The formal and subjectiye 
economic principle applies eąually well to the instinctiye acti- 
yities, non-reflectiye and objectiyely irrational. Each practical 
human actiyity is in its choice of aims and means subjectively 
appropriate and also rational. Any other proceeding is hardly 
to be imagined.

The author does not agree with historical ethics, social 
Catholicism or the teleology of Spann, in their conception of 
eeonomics as a noroatiye science and seeks the source of 
these yiews in the thesis of the unity and inseparability of 
social phenomenon already put forward by St. Thomas Aąuinas. 
He defends the basing of economic inyestigation on indiyi- 
dualism on the ground that the action of the indiyidual reflects 
the influence of society as a whole. Here he distinguishes also 
this recognisable indiyidualism from the “Weltanschauung“ — 
indiyidualism, stating that they are not necessariiy related. 
Tuis brings him to a discussion of the problem of economic 
liberty as an assumption of methodological eeonomics. Instead 
of the ancient opposition of free compętition to monopoly, he 
opposes economic liberty to planned eeonomics as two eco
nomic assumptions differing in principle, and together maldng 
up the whole economic system. System in economy can only 
exist where economic principle can freely appear, i. e. only 
during the existence of economic liberty. The formulation, 
therefore, of these prmciples in generał laws, formerly called 
natural laws, may apply only to the conditions in which this 
liberty exists. In application to the actiyities in which eco
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nomie liberty is limited, its limitations are taken into account 
by economies in tbe form of modification of generał laws and 
explanation of tbeir deviation from reality. In the liberał state 
all indmdnals have the liberty of dmding means between 
their wants according to their tastes. In the strictly planned 
and compulsory economy only the directors of the economy 
have this liberty, or in other wards there is no generał econo
mic system. In the complete lack of economic liberty, how- 
ever, it still remains in a vestigiai state in the form of in- 
diyidual needs.

Economic laws like any other scientific laws, have a con- 
ditional character. The more generał are the assumptions. the 
more generał is the extent of the yalidity. Considering the 
change of economic conditions, economic laws are, on the 
whole, more relative than natural laws. Often, for the sake 
of clearness laws are formed, leaving out the more generał 
or less important assumptions. Sometimes they are also for
med with a view to contemporary conditions; with certain 
changes these laws may be applied also to conditions in other 
periods.

At present there is little discussion about induction and 
deduction because they appear to be complements one of the 
other. Induction in economies is especially difficult to apply 
because of the impossibility of carrying through experiments. 
Historical materiał is always one-sided and incomplete. Due 
to the confusing influences of numerous causes and accidental 
phenomena, statistics must be carefully corrected before they 
can serve as a foundation for generalization; they cannot 
replace theory. The application of mathematical methods of 
reasoning is permissible in economies, but not necessary, and 
can give only limited results. The interdependence of economic 
phenomena does not necessarily entail the application of me
thods based on the mathematical functions. W here inter
dependence is weaker, it need not be taken into account and 
causative reasoning, may be applied. The division of Sciences 
into natural and social depends on a similar isolation. During 
the investigation of economic phenomena two sorts of magni
tudes must be distinguished. The first comprises the economic 
factors or data which represent what is changeable and inde
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pendent in the economic system. They are really outside the 
proyince of economics, each of them has its own movement, 
and therefore one cannot speak of the dynamie balance of 
the economic system. These externals are: 1) the nnmber of 
people, i. e. the ąuantity of their work and needs: 2 ) the ąuality 
of people, i. e. the scalę of their needs, 3) character, morality 
and culture: 4) the level of techniąue and science; 5) the level 
of social economic organization, 6) naturę with its riches. 
The internal faetor belonging to the same group is capital, 
which represents the preceding economic system, and seryes 
as the starting point for the present system. It is an economic 
dynamie magnitude. The second group of magnitudes in this 
system represents economic elements, i. e. goods and prices as 
well as generalizing ideas, such as income, possessions, etc. 
They are changeable and dependent on an economiH system 
and are fully subject to the economic investigation. The subject 
of economic inyestigation is the change in the elements of 
the economic system under the influence of changes of the 
economic factors. The starting point of an inyestigation is an 
idea of a statH eąuilibrium of elements. The conception of the 
generał static eąuilibrium could be used for the inyestigation 
of the rnutual relationship of the elements of the system, but 
as it does not take into consideration the influence of time, 
it cannot explain in what way this balance arises. hieither 
can the concept of generał static eąuilibrium include the yariety 
of related changes in the elements of the system, as it neglects 
in its inyestigations the relationship between the factors and 
the economic elements. The author fayours the method of 
inyestigation of partial eąuilibria of elements (Coumot, Jeyons), 
as he considers that it is a mathematical form of the literary 
method of isolation of the classical writers. According to the 
author, the combination of the two methods gives the best 
results, because it allows for the introduction of dynamics 
into economic phenomena.

Hext the author deals with the static and dynamie me
thods originated by John Stuart Mili, and deyeloped by J .  B. 
Clark and J . Schumpeter. They represent a literał transposition 
of a mathematical method of generał eąuilibrium. The author 
calls attention to the yariety of interpretations of statics by
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different authors, which causes the confusion of ideas rogarding 
the proposals based on these various interpretations. The author 
distinguishes between two mam conceptions of statics: 1 ) statio- 
nary statics, based on the assumption of the stability of all econo
mic factors (capital included), that corresponds to the real statio- 
nary state as time goes on, 2 ) adaptive statics, based on the as
sumption of the stability of the external economic factors; it 
does not assume the amount of capital being given and treats the 
creation of capital in a purly abstract way. The author favours 
the second of these conceptions, asserting that the first is not 
suitable for the inyestigation of economic phenomena, depen- 
ding on the changes of economic elements, as it assumes the 
amount of capital being constant. The first danger of the static 
and dynamie methods lies in the fiction of a stationary state, 
and its supposed movements. The danger of the static and 
dynamie methods lies in the separation of the static from 
dynamie moyements of economic elements, whereas in reality 
all these moyements are of the same naturę, being adjustments 
to the changes in economic factors. There is no controversy 
between the static and dynamie methods. The latter must be 
based on the results of the former. The dynamie method in- 
cludes the static method, and supplements it by the consi- 
derations which take into account the moment of time and 
the changes of the economic elements originated in the simul- 
taneous changes of the economic factors.

The second yolume of the above work will comprise 
a discussion of the factors and elements of economics, and 
thus of the conditions and basie ideas of economic life.

Prof. Stefan L. Zaleski: Wpływ postępu technicznego na 
bezrobocie (The Influence of Technical Progress on Unemploy- 
ment). Poznań 1937, pp. 218.

The ąuestion of technical progress and its influence on 
unemployinent is one of the most important problems of the 
modern epoch. Is there really a kind of tragic antinomy bet
ween the more effectiye methods of production and the state
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of empłoyment and w elf are of the working masses so painfully 
affected in recent years by laok of worki Is unemployment 
on the contrary only an ephemera1 phenomenon emerging 
from time to time as a direct result of technieal progress, of 
which, howeyer, the permanent effects are always favourable 
for all classes of society, raising the standard of liying and 
ciyilization? The futurę of human societies and the trend of 
their economic and social policy depends in a large measure 
on the answers to these ąuestions. At this point arise nume- 
rous problems: the problem of social-economic organisation, 
so often attacked now by the argument of unemployment 
and the prodigality of machinę production; the problem of 
the efficiency of work, which should, it is said, by limited in 
the interest of workmen, and even of the public; the problem 
of time and other important ąuestions.

A superficial observation of the social and economic 
effects of technieal progress may often lead to pessimism. Too 
hasty a judgement should be avoided, for it is necessary to 
examine our problem methodically and thoroughly “ce qu’on 
yoit et ce qu’on ne voit pas“ must be considered.

Our problem may be formulatcd in theoretical economic 
terms as follows: capital and labour are complementary factors, 
and their co-operation in production is indispensable. On the 
other hand, capital and labour, under certain conditions, are 
mutually exchangeable and competitive. This possibility of 
substitution on one hand and complement on the other creates 
a common relationship between both factors of production, 
a relationship of a singular and unusually complicated cha
racter. The more they resemble each other in their functions 
the larger the technieal possibilities of their mutual substitu
tion, the wider the field of their compętition.

The mutual substitution of capital and labour increases as 
time goes on. The diyision of labour and the conseąuent simpli- 
fication of the work executed by workmen, which is approximate 
to “mechanical“ operations, facilitates the taking over of this 
work by machinery. At the same time technieal development 
allows the production of machines, able to do complicated 
work which could formerly only be done by men; thus the
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machinę, continually improved and almost able to think, 
replaces the workman.

Technical progress, as well as the development of orga- 
nization and the dmsion of labour, changes conditions in such 
a way that it makes the direct substitution of labour by ca
pital profitable. The economic moments — the prices of these 
factors — seem recently to have acted along the same lines. 
In the long run, howeyer, the forces which lead to the co- 
operation of the factors of production have, under normal 
conditions, an advantage over the revers«tendencies, com
petition and substitution.

To prove this is the object of this study. The ąuestion 
of substitution depends as much on the technical factors, i. e. 
the comparatiye productiyity of both factors concerned, as 
on their prices, i. e. interest on capital and wages. Prom the 
economic point of yiew rationalization, a branch of technical 
deyelopment, depends on the diminution of the costs of pro
duction. It renders superfluous a part of labour and capital 
formerly indispensable. In this way, thanks to rationalization, 
these productiye factors in a eertain branch are condemned 
to „unemployment■  or must be taken into use elsewhere. 
From this arises a very complicated problem in our economic 
structure, which is based on the division of labour and uneąual 
distribution of priyate property and is closely connected with 
rationalization.

Por the entrepreneur wages are a part of the cost of 
production, for the labourer they are income, in most cases 
the only income and means of liyebhood. The diminution of 
the costs of production may cause the entrepreneur-capitalist 
to dislocate purchasing power and so produce unemployment 
of labour. This creates a social problem which is solved when 
the workman replaced by the machinę, finds work elsewhere. 
The problem is also solyed if the inereament of the product 
of labour — the conseąuence of technical deyelopment — is 
more then sufficient to cover the maintenanee of the “tech
nical unemployment1'. This maintenanee of unemployment 
forms the social cost of technical deyelopment.
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II
In an economic structure based on private property, free 

competition and the rationalistic prineiple, technical deyelop- 
ment progresses most favourably. On the whole technical in- 
vention is desirable if its application is profitable. This is 
a sign that it corresponds to the real needs, the satisfaction 
of which outweighs the cost. Utility is greater than disutility.

According to the different ends which people wish to 
achieve the valuation of the technical development changes 
as well as the conception of the outlay of costs.

Two moments should be distinguished in technical de- 
yelopment, the first is the deyełopment of inyentions only, 
productiye ideas for practical purposes; the second is the 
actual application and propagation of technical possibilities, 
depending on the degree of initiaiive, the spirit of enterprise 
and many other economic and social conditions. Technical 
deyełopment is not something homogeneous and there is no 
simple and uniform measurement for it. It is important to 
distinguish between the four different kinds of technical de- 
yelopment two of which are the foundation of our deliberations. 
The first is the progress of efficiency, which may also be cal- 
led thrift, or rational progress. It consists in the diminution 
of the cost of production of goods already known, and thus 
the achieyement of an improyed relation between the outlay 
and the result. The second is the progress of noyelty or creation, 
it consists in inyentions which enable the production of new 
goods, permitting the satisfaction of unknown needs. Excellent 
examples may be giyen here, such as wireless, the telephone, 
the cinema, photography, and also, eyen if they are less new 
and only partly replace the former goods — the railway, the 
bicycle and the motor car. The third branch of technical pro
gress is shown in the improyement of ąuality in goods al
ready known. The fourth, type of progress, which is indirect, 
is the progress of substitutes, facilitating the breaking down 
of monopolies and the fulfilment of the tendency towards na- 
tional economic self-sufficiency.

The progress of efficiency and the progress of noyelty 
are particularly important in our problem. The first may 
cause unemployment as a direct conseąuence of diminution
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of work and so costs of production. The second, quite the 
contrary, opens now fields for human actiyity and creates 
new occupations for the employees -dismissed by the progress 
of efficiency.

In examining the causes of the first, one should take 
into consideration the different degrees of elasticity of demand 
for the goods produced by the improyed methods. The pro
gress of novelty, on the contrary, is bound up with the rule 
of multiplication and differentiation of needs. The progress 
of efficiency saves power and productive means, and creates 
the economic conditions needed for the realization of the 
progress of noyelty and ąuality. On the other hand these two 
sorts of technical progress facilitate the absorption of the 
employees dismissed owing to the progress of thrift.

htumerous statistical data at the end of this chapter (II) 
indicate what adyances have been made in efficiency in dif 
ferent branches of industry and what the effects were on em
ployment. From these figures one may draw a generał sug- 
gestion of the unusually rapid technical progress made after 
the Great War in some countries, especially in U. S. A. and 
Germany. In the United States there is also a striking shif- 
ting of labour from materiał production, in the strict sense, to 
the production of seryices such as transport, commercc and 
personal seryices.

III
After haying critisized the points of view of various 

economists: Sismondi, Ricardo, Mara, Say, Mac Cullah, Senior, 
J .  S. Mili, Bohm-Bawerk, Ledcrer, and others, the author 
gives in the last chapter a generał synthesis (VIII pp. 170—210). 
Primarily he considers the reasoning of the first group of 
economists who approach the theory of technical unemploy- 
ment from the point of yiew of demand for goods. Using the 
concept of the elasticity of demand and its dependence on 
prices, he proves that when technical improyements take place, 
normally there arises an increase in the demand for goods 
and so in the demand for labour either in the branch of pro
duction where the improyements are made or in the other 
branches. This giyes the impression of being the rule of the
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maintenance of purchasing power. Purchasing power passes 
from one person to another, from labourers to entrepreneurs, 
due to the diminished amount of wages, from entrepreneurs 
to consumers, due to the reduction of the price of goods.

The author draws attention to certain difficulties in the 
adjustment of demand and supply of products during ąuick 
changes of economic ąuantities. These difficulties are chiefly 
the results of the differences in the elasticity of the demand 
for goods and of the differences in the degree and speed of 
reaction of the enterpreneur to change in prices and profita- 
bility. Conseąuently there may exist certain disproportions and 
a temporary lack of balance in the demand and supply of 
labour in the transitory period.

Passing on to the capital theory of technical unemploy
ment, according to which unemployment is caused by the 
lack of turnoyer cap’tal (changeable capital) which has been 
transformed into machinery — the author first stresses that 
the primTOp defect of this theory is the application of the 
static method to a problem par excellence dynamie. 'Refer- 
ring among others to H. Bergson, he points out that in generał 
our deductiye rationalistic methods facilitate the representation 
and proof of stagnation and immobility. On the contrary, it 
is difficult to demonstrate the possibility or necessity of move- 
ment and continuation, life and deyelopment. Besides this, 
certain assumptions accepted as a foundation for reasoning by 
the followers of this theory of unemployment very often un- 
duly simplify the problem and contradict reality, which is 
always continuous and intricate, with one process overlapping 
another.

The modern theory of technical unemployment based on 
the argument of capital is founded on four allied assumptions, 
which the author subjects to inyestigation and criticism: 
a) the amount of capital ayailable is strictly limited and un- 
ohangeable; b) the application of a certain techniąue and of 
a certain amout of capital is necessary for every labourer; 
i. e. the ąuantity of capital and labour is strictly fixed by the 
techniąue; c) technical progress is normally expressed by the 
demand for a larger and larger amount of capital for the tech
nical plant; d) the production of improyed machinery and
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other capital goods does not represent consumption for the 
dismissed workmen.

The author does not deny that technical progress, if ita 
application reąuires additional capital, may cause temporary 
unemployment, but argues at the same time that this progress 
creates indispensable conditions for the reabsorbtion of the 
dismissed workmen. He points out also the circumstances 
under which this absorbtion is easy and ąuick. As a basie 
condition for drawing the workmen dismissed by the progress 
of eificiency into the economic circle, the author considers 
the elasticity of wages and other economic elements (prices, 
interest, productiyity etc.). This elasticity alone can ensure 
the normal functioning of the economic mechanism and the 
achievement of the balance of the demand and supply of la
bour. The author opposes the yiews of eertain economists, e. g. 
Lederer, according to whom technical progress continually 
presses on wages and brings down their level. This pheno
menon may certainly appear temporarily, but in the long run 
technical progress increases the social income and conseąuently 
causes the merease of real wages. The statistics for wages 
oyer the last few decades distinctly confirm this thesis.

These considerations lead to the conclusion that em- 
ployees dismissed owing to the progress of efficieney are nor- 
mally re-absorbed by the process of production unaer an 
economic system based on freedom and private property. 
Technical improyements disturb the balance of the economic 
system, but the free operation of natural economic forces 
corrects this after a eertain time.

In practice one should reckon on eertain circumstances 
depending in a great measure on our non-economic actiyities 
such as social, political, psychological and even morał. All 
these factors finally express themselyes in the ąuantities of 
goods offered and reąuired and in prices as well as in the fac
tors of production and their products. For these reasons they 
come into the field of economics. For a fuli explanation of social- 
economic reality, and appropriate policy one must not limit 
oneself to the analysis of same elements but go to the depth, 
consider the existing conditions forming life in it’s complicated 
entirety. Dynamie economics, approaching nearer to life than
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statie, must take into account at least three principal features, 
moyement, contiuuity and totality. The economist who ”dyna- 
mizes” his inyestigations, ceases to he merely an economist. 
Corning down from the upper regions of pure theory, trying 
to form the mvestigated system of economic elements into 
a concrete whole of factors and conditions, he must be in 
touch with his entire emdronment. This connection with his 
enyironment must temporarily be broken by the indispensable 
abstraction, but he must show the dependence of his own 
sphere on other spheres of life as a whole. In this way he 
demonstrates the responsibility of those who create condi
tions which freąuently affect the whole social economy, and 
point the way to the prosperous solution of the great drama 
of technieal progress and unemployment.

Doc. Dr. A leksy Wakar: Zagadnienie ceny zmiennej. 
Prace Zakładu Ekonomii Politycznej Szkoły Głównej Handlowej 
w Warszawie, zeszyt 1. (The Problem of Variable Price), War
szawa 1936, pp. 160.

The price depending on the size of the transaction the 
author calls the yariable price; whereas the price which does 
not depend on the size of the 
transaction is called by him 
the constant price. A good 
example of a yariable price is 
the błock tariff for electric 
current. In the figurę 1  the 
constant and the yariable pri
ces may be represented as 
price-lines. The price-line re
presents all possible com- 
binations (of the different 
ąuantities of the commodity 
and different sums of money) 
that an indiyidual can make 
when he has a giveu sum of money at his disposal and the 
market price is given. The upward curying price-line indicates 
that the price per unit of the commodity is falling as the

Fig i
Fised p r i c e .........................Pm
Variable, diminishing . . P'm
Yariable, iucreasing . . P "m
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individual is buying bigger amounts of the commodity; the 
downard curying price-line shows the reyerse.

Turning the price-line (Pm or P'm) round the point m, 
we mark out the curve of exchange (Wm) on the diagram 
of indifference-curves. The curye of exhange shows different 
amounts of 'the commodity that would be acąuired by the 
indiyidual in ąuestion at yarious prices. The curve of ex- 
change passes through the points of tangency of the price- 
line with the separate indifference curyes (tt), see figurc 2 . 
It is not difficult to perceive that the curve of exchange 
{Wm), corresponding to a diminishing priSe, lies outside, wnile 
the curve of exchange (W”m) corresponding to the increasing 
price — inside the curye of exchange (Wm), marked by the 
fixed price (Fig. 3).

In Fig. 4 it is made elear that the same ąuantity of 
goods may be sold at a diminishing price for a higher price 
K on average, whereas at an in-

Kg

O
Fig 2 Fig. 3

O

A

A"

A'

creasing price — for a lower 
price, on ayerago, than in the 
case of a fixed price (ctg -h 
Pm0>ctg kPm 0 > ctg AQm0); 
or when thlM same average 
price is kept up, the intro- 
duction of the diminishing 
price causes an increase of 
transactions in comparson 
with the size of transactions 
corresponding to the fixed 
price (A'0>A0>A"0).Fig 4
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The fact that the application of the diminishing price 
makes it possible to reaeh a higher price on an ayerage, or the 
increase of the transaction while the inyariable ayerage price 
is preseryed, is of great importance for free competitiye as 
well as for monopolist enterprises.

1. The transaction cost; the indifference curyes 
of the entrepreneur. The cost of each transaction is com- 
posed of the proportional, nnproportional, and constant costs. 
The author includes in the proportional costs of the transac
tion the prime cost (the purchase cost of the goods sold); in 
the unproportional costs — cost of attendance on the client, 
packing of goods, etc.; in the constant costs — office staff, premi- 
ses, etc., in connection with one transaction. The proportional 
and unproportional costs are called by the author the varia- 
ble transaction costs.

In Fig. 5 the curye of the transaction costs is represented 
(KNO — in the case when the yariable costs outweigh the 
constant costs and K'N'0' — if the enterprise has no yaria
ble cost).

Fig. 6 shows a system of the indifference-curves of the entre
preneur. In this figurę the curye I0I0 is fixed by the curve of the 
transaction-cost (the profit eąnals zero); to the IXIX,I2J2,... 
correspond the profits of TXI0 and whereas to the curves 
I J  0I_„I_2... correspond the losses of I_XI0 as well as 1 2I0.

2. V ariable Price in free-com petitive enterprise. 
In free-competitiye enterprise the principle of the eąualization
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of the ayerage price with the prime cost of the enterprise is 
obligatory. In this case it is the function of the transaction cost 
which decides the structure of the yariable price.

If in the enterprise the yariable costs preponderate (the 
selling of goods), there is usually a system of discounts; on 
the contrary when constant costs are much bigger than yariable 
costs (the selling of eertain sorts of seryices), the introduction 
of a system of fixed payments may turn out to be more suitable.

a. Discounts. The application of the system of discounts 
reąuires of the entrepreneur a eertain introductory calculation. 
namely, he should divide the transactions according to their 
size into comparatiyely few classes (for instanee, the first class 
includes transactions bigger than zero and not ezceeding 10  kgs. 
the second class — transactions over 10  kgs. and under 20 kgs., 
the tbird class — oyer 20 kgs. and under 30, etc.). For each 
class the entrepreneur calculafes the ayerage size of the trans
action, keeping in mind, howeyer, that the introduction of 
discounts causes the falling uff of marginal transactions’ (i. e. 
transactions at 9, 19 and 29 kgs.). The cost of the ayerage 
transaction seryes the entrepreneur as a basis for establishing 
the selling price of goods, (or the rate of discount) within the 
bounds of separate classes of transactions. As it was demon- 
strated aboye, this price should eąual the average costs (for 
the unit of goods), calculated on the basis of the transaction- 
cost recognized as ayerage for the particular class.
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Transa dions are dwided into the follo
wing c la s s e s ...............................................

I

>  0 
<  Od

II

>  Od 
<  OB

III

>  OB 
<  0 0

The average size of transactions belon
ging to separate elasses (taking into 
account the reduction in the mar- 
ginal transactions) comes to o J S j 0B 1 o o 1

The size of not concluded transactions

A 
V

o 
o to >  OB, 

<  OB
> o o ,  
<  0 0

The selling price and the average cost 
(for the unit of commodity) in trans
actions belonging to one of the clases tg ^ C P 20dl tg -ŚCBgOC

In figurę 8 the price-line Pm has been drawn from the 
data obtained from Fig. 7.

Apart from a number of advantages, the system of dis- 
counts creates a certain inconyenience for the buyors, [&on- 
sisting in the reduction of marginal transactions (Figs. 7 and 8); 
yet it is difficult to perceive any unfavourable feature of this 
system from the point of yiew of the entrepreneurs.

The partial application of the system of discounts by 
enterprises, belonging to a certain branch, causes: — initially — 
the grouping together of customers (bigger transactions will 
accumulate in the enterprises granting discounts) whereas in 
secondary effects — the diyision of commerce into Wholesale 
and retail comprising in the system of discounts all enter
prises selling the same kind of goods.

b. Fixcd payments (Wholesale). The system of fixed 
payments gonsists in thelfact that the entrepreneur takes 
a certain sum from the buyer, in settlement of the constant 
costs, independent of the size of the transaction (e. g. the 
monthly subsoription in clulp^and aSociations, the yisitors’ 
tax in spas, library subscriptions, etc.). Besides these, the 
buyer pays an additional sum to coyer the constant trans- 
action-costs (whęre there jare not yariable coss — e. g. a lib
rary — the purchaser pays only the constant costs).

In a. free-competitive enterprise! (working without profits 
and losses) the price-lme depends on the transa-ction-cost cm ce.
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Usually, however, the yariable part of the payment (corres- 
ponding to the intersecting line NP on the line of price), in
creases proportionally to the size of the transaction eyen when 
the yariable costs of the transaction are not strictly propor- 
tional to its size.

When the yariable costs are insignificant, the application 
of the system of payments paid in a lump sum enables the 
diminution of the ayerage price of the goods (ctg P'mO >  
>  ctg ^  P ”mO).

Fig. 9
KNO —• the curye of tne transaction cost 
PNO or PNm —  the curye of the yariable price
C -— the point of eąuilibrium in the system of payments in a lump sum 
C —  the point of eąuilibrium in the system of fixed. price.

The system of payments in a lump sum is not compli
cated in use, it does not cause a ialling off in transactions 
of a determined size (marginal); and in many cases thus ac- 
comodates sellers as well as buyers.

3. Yariab le  price in a monopolist enterprise. The 
figurę below (Fig. 1 0 ) represents a system of buyers’ preferen- 
ces (apart from the system of the sellers preferences). Indif- 
ference curves cut as a rule the horizontal axis because the 
purchaser is in most cases in a position to withdraw and not 
to buy the goods sold by the monopolist (e. g. he may replace 
electricity by gas or oil).

Of particular significance for us is the inditference curye 
ł2t2, passing through the point m (the position of the point m 
on horizontal axis decides the size of the buyers stocks before 
the compietion of the transaction).
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The peculiarity of this curve lies in the fact that the 
buyer will not agree to find himself, on the completion of 
the transaction, to the left 
of this curve (he will rather 9̂ 
withdraw from this trans
action). The indifference 
curve i2t2 represents, then, 
a limit which cannot be 
crossed by the monopolist 
in looking for the point 
of eąuiiibrium.

In Fig. 10 the indiffe
rence curves of the buyers 
(Mi,V2, •••) and the indiffe
rence curves of the mo
nopolist have been set together. From an analysis
of this diagram it appears that the point G is the most ad- 
yantageous point of exchange obtainable by the monopolist 
in this partieular case. This point is fixed by the point of 
intersection of the indifference curve, passing through m with 
one of the indifference curyes of the entrepreneur. It is not 
difficult to reahze that settling a transaction at point G reąuires 
of the monopolist an application of the yariable price (after 
the application of the fixed price [cqualling ctg GmO the con
sumer will get C A  of units of goods, which will diminish the 
profit of the monopolist by IJ.0 in money).

From the above it appears that the application of a ya
riable price may considerably increase the profits of a mono
polistic enterprise.

a. Discounts, błock tariffs. When determining dis- 
counts or fixing a błock tariff, the monopolist, to a greater 
extend than a free-competitive entrepreneur, takes into ac- 
count the peculiarities of the demand for the goods sold by him.

The section mO of the price line should, if possible, follow 
the course of the indifference curve t2m, but after having passed 
through point G it should run along one ot the indifference 
curves of the entrepreneur. A suitable form of the price curye 
assures largest net profit to the enterprise.

Fig. 10
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From the figures below (11 and 12) it is not difficult 
to see that applying the system of discounts the monopolist 
may approach the point C but will never reach it (namely 
applying the system of discount the monopolist is not in a po
sition to drop the selling price of the additional ąuantity of 
goods to the level of the variable costs of the transaction).

Owing to this and to the fact that the błock tariff does 
not cause a falling off in the marginal transactions, the appli
cation of the błock tariff should in many cases be acknow- 
ledged as more reasonable than the application of the system 
of discounts. The błock tariff has found its widest application 
in public utility enterprises.

b. F ixed payments (in lump sums). The price line may 
be divided in this case into two parts (Fig. 13), namely:

1) Line PN, which fixes the amount of the payment, 
depending on the size of the transaction. PN is a tangent to 
the indifference curve t.zm at the point C. The payment (not 
counting the fixed payment) which the buyer makes for the 
unit of goods, approximately eąuals the marginal rariable 
costs of the transaction.

2) The line Nm defines the amount of the fixed payment. 
The difference between the fixed payment and the constant 
costs of the transaction defines, in this case, the profit of the 
monopolist (NI). The size of the fixed payment may be de-

p

O 3̂ L  m
Fig. 12
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termined by the monopolist, only on the basis of an analysis 
of the market.

The monopolistic enterprises which have no constant 
costs (Fig. 14), apply, with good results, a system of payments

k9

Zl

J  3 „. ™
CK

O J 3 N
Fig, 14

Zl

in a lump sum. In this case the customer is authorized to 
make unlimited use of the seryices of the enterprise on the 
ground of having paid the fixed payment agreed upon.

A charatjjferistic example of the system of fixed payments 
is the so-called „permits for reductions“ applied some time 
ago by the Warsaw Municipal Tramway Company: to thd 
same category belong telephone rentals, railway season tic- 
kets etc.

c. Double differentiation  of the price. In order 
to aebieye the best results, the monopolist should fix a special 
yariable price for eyery purchaser. In practiee it is impossible 
to fullfil this postulate. This is why the monopolist fixes one 
obligatory tariff for all buyers, or diyides the buyers into 
groups with a similar form of demand for goods within the 
particular group. In the last-mentioned case, we have to deal 
with a so-called double differentiation of the price: in this 
case, namely, the price paid for the goods depends on 1 ) the 
size of the transaction and *9) on the group to which the par
ticular buyer has been assigned.

A good example of a double differentiation of price is 
the Warsaw tariff for electricity. The price of the electric
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current depends in Warsaw on 1 ) the extent of the monthly 
consumption of electricity as well as 2 ) the size of the dwelling 
occupied by the customer.

4. The remuneration of the factors of produc
tion. On the whole the factors of production get a fixed re
muneration (the norm of remuneration is independent of the 
ąuantity of the seryices supplied). The chief exception to 
this rule is labour, which often gets remuneration according 
to a moyeable scalę.

a. Moyeable remuneration and the supply of 
labour. Increasing remuneration (as the ąuantity of labour 
supplied by the workman increases) causes an increase in the 
supply of labour; e. g. the higher remuneration for overtime 
enables the entrepreneur to keep the workman longer at work. 
An increase in wages (as opposed to remuneration for overtime 
work) could not achieye this result. It is a generally known 
fact that a higher wages lead rather to a shorter working day.

On the contrary, a decrease in wages causes an increase 
in the supply of labour. Diminishing remuneration (as the 
ąuantity of labour supplied by the workman increases) causes 
a diminution of the supply of labour. The system of wages for 
piecework should be recognized as a system of diminishing 
wages as the last working hours of a workman are in this case 
worse paid because his efficiency is diminishing. It is therefore 
a most probable fact that the application of wages for piece
work (contrary to the generally agreed opinion) causes the 
diminution of the supply of work.

b. Moyeable remuneration and the demand for 
labour. If the enterprise has not a monopsonist position in 
the labour market, then it acąuires an optional amount of 
this factor at the same price (the fixed price for labour); in 
the opposite case, it acąuires the seryices of labour at an in
creasing price (a monopsonist enterprise).

Ceteris paribus, the monopsonistic enterprise gives work 
to a smaller number of workmen and applies more machenized 
methods of production in comparison to an enterprise which 
has not a monopsony in the labour market.

5. The yariab le price and the generał ąuantity  
of seryices supplied to society. The spread of the system
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of yariable price proyides society better with goods and ser- 
yices owing to:

a. The habit of the society of buying goods in greater 
ąuantities. This causfes a diminution in the yariable costs of 
the enterprise (saving a certain amount of productire powers 
by means of which additional goods and services may be 
produced).

b. The fuller adrantage taken of the productive apparatus 
(of the constant costs). In this ease, namely, the organization 
of the particular enterprise (telephones, railway lines, theatres, 
electric works etc.) may supply society with a much greater 
number of serrices in comparison with a ease of the appli
cation of a fixed price.

Dr. Witold Trąm pczyński: Pojęcie kapitału. Poznań
skie Prace Ekonomiczne, nr 24, (The Concept of Capital), Poznań 
1937, pp. 151.

In the first part the author presents the historical devel- 
opment of the conception of capital, in the second he gives 
the construction of the conception of capital, and demonstrates 
its utility in economic resfiarch.

The notion of capital is, and was, yery differently under- 
stood. In the beginning, capital meant a sum of exchangeablo 
means which brought appropriate advantages to its owner. 
Later, the meaning of this was more precisely defined, limidng 
it to a sum of money lent in order to obtain a profit in the 
form of interest. By the seyentheentk jeentury, howeyer, one 
may already meet the definition of capital as goods at the 
disposal of an individual. The mercantilists, faithfuł in this 
respect to the mediaeval conception of capital, ealled capital 
a sum of money lent or intended to be lent, while the chief 
stress was placed on the interest receiyed by the lender on 
this sum. This brought them to the identification of capital 
with money. The physiocrats also identified capital with money. 
They did not attribute to the latter, howeyer, the productiyity 
with which, according to them, only the yarth was distin- 
guished. Capital appeared, according to them, in the form of
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T,,avances‘\ — advance payments. These „avanccs“ were divided 
into „avanc,es primitims“ and „avan7&s annueles“. Thefirst eorres- 
pond to a fixed capital and compriąe the sums spent on produc- 
tive goods, the/second correspond to the turnoyer capital, and 
refer to wages, salaries etc. Turgot had arendy detached himself 
from the identification of capital with money, and called 
capital, values withdrawn from eonsumption. For him, there
fore, values represent c-hpital. According to the theory of 
values based on theeeost of production dominant at this time, 
these yalues are closely connected with goods and subject to 
the same rules as goods. Adam Smith brought confusion to 
the conception of Capital on one hand, ye.t on the other, 
set it on firm foundations, on which it stands up to the present 
day. He bound Capital to income and on this basis, similar 
to the diyision of income, he distinguished the j&pńtal of an 
indiyidual, from that of society. The capital of an indiyidual 
may conSist1 of all kinds of goods destined to bring m income 
for an indiyidual. The capital of society consists of all kinds 
of goods the destination of which is to produce income for 
society. Besides all sorts of goods, Adam Smith also uicludes 
human oapacity in the capital of society.

The deyelopment of the idea of capital in eeonomics 
after Smith’s period ran in threeWdearly defined lines, which 
can still be traced up to tlie present: 1 ) the transformation 
of theŚ?idea of capital cxelnsi vcly into a conception of social 
cajSital, and its metamorphosis into a notion of productiye 
capital, 2 ) the maintenance of both ideas of capital, i. e. of 
sAci&l capital, that is of productiye^capital, and that of in- 
diyidual capital, that is of profit-making capital, along with 
their parallel elaboration, 3) the limitation of the idea of Ca
pital to indiyidual capital and its transformation into a notion 
of a value. Economists of the first group (the English and 
German elassies and Walras, Paretto, Wicksell. Landry otc.) 
assumed that the main problem of eeonomics consists in the 
inyestigation of social economy and that its ukntral problem 
is the income of society, which includes only products, or 
with them also human seryices. As we obtain the social income 
first of all by means of production, therefore, to these authors 
kapitał means goods serying for production and its function
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lies in the production of income in the form of materiał goods. 
Capital, comprehended in this way, is productiye. The idea 
of capital, regarded*from this point of view, has a rather tech
nical than economic character. Within the limits of this trend 
many different opinions are encountered, especially when it 
concerns goods used for production and therefore reckoned 
with the'ęapital. Since the capital is reckoned with the goods 
destined for production or takmg parafin production, the 
central point of this problem lies in how production is defined 
and how broadly the idea of taking part in production is con- 
cieyed. That is why under the heading of capital are included 
1 ) all the goods which surround us ineluding the land, 2) the 
goods surrounding us not ineluding the land, 3) productiye 
goods used direotly for production, 4) a stock of goods for 
consumption and needed for the maintenance of workmen 
during the time of production.

The second group of economists (Eau, Bodbertus, Wagner, 
Bohm-Bawerk, Caryer, Iifg&shall, and others)jassume that there 
is one sphere. of goods or yalues producing income for an in 
diyidual and another producing income for society. Tha'tj is 
why one should apply and deyelop both ideas of capital — 
the ideas of indiyidual capital and of social capital. Authors 
of this tendeney linked the first idea with the indiyidual in
come, and the sBond with the social income. Some of them 
however, conć&iYe social capital and indiyidual capital as real 
capital, others conceiye them as values, and others still, con- 
cieved indiyidual Capital as values and social capital as real 
capital.

Economists belonging to the third group (Menger, Marx, 
Schumpeter etc.) concentrated their attention on indiyidual 
capital and transformed this idea into an idea of profitmak- 
ing capital, eonsidering capital as a sum of money serying 
the business man in his business. They did not pay much 
attention to social capital, deducting it from indiyidual Capital. 
These authors were chiefly concerned with the profitableness 
of capital and in this manner paved the way towards the 
transformation of this idea into an idea of yalue. The last 
conception was deyeloped in fuli only in the works of Ame
rican economists, chiefly Clark, Pisher, Tuttle, Petter, Knight
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and others. Por all these authors, capital is a sum of values 
destined for the production of values. The followers of this 
idea, which approached very near to the conception of pro- 
fit-making capital especially in the form applied by Schum
peter and Oassel, first conneeted the conception of capital as 
a value, with capital goods, lately howeyer (Knight) they 
kace been neglecting the significance of capital goods, and 
they have been concentrating their attention onU on values. 
Capital goods are, to them, only a technical detail.

After analysis and criticism of the idea of capital the 
author giyes his construction, based on Bohm-Bawerk, Cassel 
and Clark. He considers that the chief function of capital is 
to produce income. For this reason the conceptions of capital 
and income are correlatiye.

We distinguisb between the income of an indiyidual 
and that of society. The income of an indiyidual is a sum of 
economic yalues which an indiyidual obtains in a certain pe
riod of time, wkereas the income of society is a sum of econo
mic yalues receiyed by society. As we distinguisb between in
diyidual and social income, y/e distinguish likewise between 
indiyidual capital and social capital.

The capital of an indiyidual is a sum of yalues bHnging 
in income for an indiyidual, to be more precise, these are the 
values of goods, called capital goods, which an indiyidual 
destines to produce income and which take part in a priyate 
produdtion, his own, or someone else’s. To this sphere, besides 
productiye goods, belong also goods serying to obtain and to 
maintain labour, money, immaterial goods which bring in 
income to an indiyidual such as a business, etc., goods, mer- 
chants’ and manufacturers’ stock, all kinds of goods intended 
by an indiyidual for sale, to be hired out for a fee, for profi- 
table use, etc. and all kinds of goods in generał which serve 
an indiyidual in business.

Social capital, on the other hand, is all kinds of values 
which produce income for society. As the essential point for 
the idea of social capital is social income, arising from eco
nomic production which is a creation of utility and consists 
of change in the form of goods, change in the position of goods, 
and change in the character of goods, therefore social capital
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can be only the sum of the yalue of goods destined for this 
production. The funotion of producing income may be, howewer, 
very variously understood, hence one should define clearly 
the limits of the groups of goods, the values of which he within 
the limits of social capiał. As a factor in economic production 
there appear not only teclmically produetiye goods but all 
goods serying for the creation of new utilhies, or the augmen- 
tation of those existing. That is why social capital is the sum 
of value of all kinds of goods teehnicaliy suitable for nse in 
produetion. In defining this, it should be emphasized that goods 
as social capital can only be goods intended by an indiyi
dual directly for production, if they are teehnicaliy suitable 
for this purpose. Also in addition to this the land should be 
included, as from the economic point of yiew there are no im
portant reasons for treating it separately; the means of main- 
taining labour during production should be excluded, and trea- 
ted as income, because in economies we must treat the human 
as a subjeet of social economy, and not as its object or means.

The principal feature of this conception of capital is then 
the sepa-ration of social capital from indiyidual capital, and 
capital as a notion of values from capital goods eoneeiyed as 
real, which however, must also be understood as values.

In conclusion, the author proyes the utikty of the concep
tion of capital as a value in economic research, applyingit to the 
theory of produetion, distribution and market eonditions, and 
describing the theory of capitalization and dećapitalization. 
He considers that the last mentioned are implicit principally 
in the problem of increase and decrease of income. Each change 
in the amount of income is accompanied by a proportional 
change in the amount of capital, always proyided that the 
rate of interest is constant. On the other hand, however, apart 
from changes in the second factor of production, i. e. labour, 
and alterations in the rate of interest, only from changes in 
the amount of capital can follow increase or decrease in the 
amount of income of the indiyidual as well as of society. 
With these reservations one can speak of the problem of ca
pitalization and dećapitalization or accumulation and de-aecu- 
mulation of capital.
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In the sphere of capitalization the author, following the 
work of Ropke, distinguishes 1 ) capitahzation hy ordinary 
saving, 2) priyate capitalization of enterprises, 3) capitahzation 
by state, and 4) capitahzation by inflation. The most deba- 
teable method of capitalization is the last mentioned. 8aving 
ensues compulsorily during the period of inflation, in con- 
seąuence of the lack of proportion between the amount of 
income and the amount of consumption goods; for the same 
reason, the expenditure of the masses increases and the prices 
of some of the goods rise. Whereas there is no doubt that in
flation in its early stages may sometimes act as a creator of 
capital, its later stages are usually accompanied by decapita- 
lization, so in the end decapitalization may outweigh capitah
zation .Many inyestements made during inflation appear to be 
unprofitable after the breakdown which usually comes sooner 
or later. These effects can be ayoided only in eertain cases, 
that is while applying the methods of inflation yery cautiou- 
sly and slowly. Such a case might take place when, during 
the financing of the national economy by means of credits, 
not all capital goods are exploited in fuli and when, by the 
increase in the amount of curreney they can be changed into 
capital.

Doc. Dr. Wincenty Styś, Rozdrobnienie gruntów chłopskich 
w byłym zaborze austryjackim 1787—1931 (The 8ubdivision of 
Peasant Farms in the former Austrian Poland in the years 1787— 
1931), Lwów 1934, pp. 362.

The agricultural structure of Poland is predominantly 
based on family farms. The increase in the agricultural popu
lation is dEŁcompanied by subdiyision.

The problem of subdiyision of peasant farms has been 
treated by many authors, but until now nobody has been 
able to study this phenomenon throughly, because the data 
giyen in official statistics were very inadeąuate and for the 
most part did not go back beyond the beginning of the present 
century. The author has made an attempt to use, for the first
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time, the documents of the land tax cataster as sources for 
what may be considered a very detailed study of subdivision 
during the last 150 years.

The first land t.ax cataster was made by Austrian autho- 
rities in Galicia in 1787 by order of the Emperor Joseph II 
(hence the name: Josephinian cataster). Then it was corrected 
and brought up to date in 1820 (Franciscanian cataster). 
About 1850 a modern cataster was created with very detailed 
maps for each indmdual village, whereas previous catasters 
contained no maps. In 1883 there was a generał revision 
of the new cataster. All cnanges which occurred between 
1850 and 1883 have been noted m the documents and on 
the maps.

The catasters of 1787, 1820, 1850, 1883 and the „Statistics 
of Agricultural Production" of 1930 and 1931 permit a very 
exact study of the evolution of the agricultural strueture of 
Southern Poland. But there is one drawback to them. It was 
necessary to calculate the area of each indmdual farm at 
each date on the basis of documents. This compelled the author 
to limit his study to twent" sample villages, the aggregate 
area of which is 31,257 hectares and the number of peasant 
farms, in 1931, 6,791. The author’s study is therefore a mono- 
graph dealing only with a smali fragment of the total area 
of that part of Poland (which exceeds 7.2 million hectares) 
and of the total number of farms (which amounts to 1 .2  million). 
To be able to draw from that fragment the inferences concer- 
ning the whole country, the author has chosen the villages 
very carefully, endeavouring to make his choice as represen- 
tative as possible. They are situated in six districts of three 
South Eastern województwo (counties) and differ from each 
other with regard to nationality, language, religion, the law 
on which they were founded, the state of their ancient 
feudal owners, customs concerning the inheritance of peasant 
property, etc. In spite of all these differences the process 
of subdivision was developing everywhere in a very similar 
manner.

The summary of the figures for all twenty villages is 
as follows:
Stndia Ekonomiczne VI 5
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T A B LE 1
The growth of population and the subdiyision of peasant forms in 20 yillages 

of 3 South Eastern counties
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The population was growmg steadily. The ayerage yearly 
increase was:

In rhe years 1787—1820 +0-439%
„ „ „ 1820—1850 +0-610%
„ „ „ 1850—1880 +0-585%
„ „ „ 1880—1931 +0-822%.

During the period 1850—80 the ayerage growth of the 
population was slower, because during the decade 1850—60 
the number of inhabitants of the twenty yillages in ąuestion 
decreased by 1-5% in conseąuence of epidemics and hunger.

The number of farms increased more slowly than the 
population up to 1820, and then more ąuickly. The ayerage 
yearly increase was:

In the years 1787—1820 +0-334%
„ „ „ 1820—1850 +0-903%
„ „ „ 1850—1883 +1-047%
„ „ „ 1883—1931 +1-098%.

The number of farms increased after 1820 more ąuickly 
1 han the population because there was a steaćy decrease in
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the ayerage number of persons liying on one farm, from 6-6 
in 1820 to 5‘1  In 1931. As the farms become smaller they do 
not need so many workers as before, especially as the ąuality 
of agricultural implements and the methods of tillage have 
been greatly improyed. Family labour suffices to-day for most 
peasant farms. The comparatively slow increase iD the number 
of farms in the period 1787—1820 is due to a law created by 
Joseph II  in 1787, which forbade the division of the existing 
farms. This law, which from the very beginning was often 
infringed, gradually lost its significance in the course of the 
nineteenth century, and was finally abolished in 1868. At the 
present time we have among the agricultural population by 26% 
more independent farmers than we had in 1820. The author 
calls this deyełopment, the teudency towards emancipa- 
tion, sińce it is also caused to a large degree by the conscious 
effort of most Polish peasants to become independent farmers 
on their own soil. This tendency was hampered as long as 
the peasant holding was burdened with the duty of socage 
under the old feudal system, but with its aboliiion in 1848 
the tendency towards emancipation developed freely.

The aggregate area of peasant soil was ocreasing con- 
stantly during the whole period under inyestigation. The
ayerage yearly increase was:

In the years 1787—1820 +0-154%
 . 1820—1850 +0-116%
...............................  1850—1883 +0-003%
...............................  1883—1931 +0-349%.

Till the abolition of serfdom (1848) the area of land in 
the possession of peasants was increased only if the lord of 
the manor was wilhng to establish new settlers on his soil 
with the object of increasing the amount of labour due to 
him by the peasant smali holders. This was often the case 
in the South Eastern counties of Poland sińce those regions 
were greatly depopulated by the wars of the seventheenth 
century and there was a great disproportion between the 
demand for labour on the part of the lord of the manor and the 
the supply of it. To eztort more labour from the existing sett
lers was both impossible and prohibited by Austrian legis-
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lation. Therefore new colonization was necessary. This was 
in progress during the eighteenth and the first half of the 
nineteenth century and the"'area of peasant land was growing. 
The abolition of serfdom stopped this process as it remoyed 
the landlords’ incentive to encourage colonization. Between 
1850 and U1883 the indiyidual peasants’ land property incre- 
ased very little beoause, although some peasants got pieces 
of manorial land as an equivalent for the abolition of their 
serf rights, others lost nearly the same amount of land to 
Jewish usurers. Between 1883 and 1931 the aggregate area 
of peasant land has grown considerably because of the par- 
cellation of big estates.

The caû fe of the mass purchaTse of land from big land- 
owners by the peasants was as follows: if his own farm is 
not big enough to proyide ft liying for the whole family, a pea
sant in an oyerpopulated agricultural country is entirely, or 
at least jiartly, unemployed. He endeavours therefore to secure 
employment for himself and his family by buying a farm or 
expanding the area of what he has by the purchase of land 
from big estates. He estimaljfs the value of land not on the 
basis of capitalized rent but on the basis of his total income 
from the land, which consists not only of the rent, but also 
of the remuneration for his family labour and although the 
disutility of labour is also. taken into account, yet the yalue 
of land is higher for him than for a capitalist farmer. For hhese 
reasons the peasant already offered at the end of the nin
eteenth century such high prices for land wiat many big land 
owners preferred to sell their estates and to inyost their money 
in other branehes of social economy or to live as rentiers. 
This parcellation moyement was especially śtrong in the years 
1900—14. The bulk of the money earned by Polish emigrants 
(very numerous at that time) in Germany, Denmark and the 
United States was used for the purpose of buying land. In 
conseąuence of an enormously strong demand, the prb-e of 
land rose to a higher level than in any other country in Europę. 
There was also of course much spećulation. The War slackened 
this process but did not stop it altogether In generał the big 
landed property-owners (the Church included) sold in the 
period 1883—1931, 2951-79 hectares in the twenty yillages
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investigated, whereas the total figurę for the whole of Austrian 
Poland was well aboye 700,000 hectares. IJp till the War the 
sales were completely yoluntary. After the War and especiaily 
sińce 1925 the State has been exercising some pressure on big 
land owners to induee them to give up part of their land for sale.

Because of the gradual enlargement of peasant land pro- 
perty, the density of rural population, to one sąuare kilometr  ̂
(100 hectares) of peasant land was increasing more slowly 
(index 178) than the absolute number of rural inhabitants 
(index 226).

The ayerage size of peasant farms shows the following 
ayerage yearly decreases:

In the years 1 £87—1820 —0-163%
„ „ „ 1820—1850 —0-618%
„ „ „ 1850—1883 —0-778%
„ „ „ 1883—1931 —0-492%.

It can be clearly seen from the above figures that the 
decrease in the ayerage size of peasant farms was less in the 
years 1883—1931 than in the preyious periods, which is the 
more remarkable as the number of farms was then increasing 
more ąuickly than ever, This is the result of the parcellation 
of big estates by means of which the peasant farmers were 
augmenting the area of their land. But this favourable effect 
of parcellation did not last long. In the course of his inyesti- 
gation Dr. Styś has stated beyond any doubt that the increase 
in the ayerage size.; of farms in this way has everywhere slacg 
kened the rate of emigration from the yillage, sometrmes eyen 
caused immigration, stimulated early marriages and ąuickened 
the growth of the population to such a degree that within 
one or two decades the ayerage size of the farm was well below 
its former level in consetpuence of an enhanced subdiyision. 
The more land the peasants bought in|d|given yillage, the 
ąuicker became the growth of the population and the faster 
became the decrease in the ayerage size of farms. This is a good 
illustration of the Malthusian principle of population. If the 
generał economic and social conditions of Poland do not change 
one eannot except that the present Agrarian Reform will 
improye the agricultural structure of Poland. As m the past,
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80 in the futurę it will only be able to reduce the rate at which 
the average size of farms is decreasing.

The changes in the groupment of farms as regards their 
size is as shown on the next page in table 2.

The aboye figures constitute a rather detailed picture of 
subdiyision. We see that in the course of time the groups of 
bigger farms gradually dwindle both in number and in area 
because of an incessant process of subdiyision. At the same 
time the groups of smaller farms increase. The bigger the 
farms included in a given class, the sooner this class dwindles 
through subdiyision. In the period 1787—1820 only the groups 
containing farms of 50—100 has. and 20—50 has. were de
creasing. All the others were growing larger. In the period 
1820—50 the group of farms of 10 —20 has. began to dwindle. 
The lower groups continued to expand. Between 1850 and 1883 
we witness a further drop in the number of farms above 10  hect- 
ares in size and a further growth in the lower groups in number 
and in area. In the last period the group of farms of 5—10 
hectares also began to dwindle. At the same time the groups 
of farms of 0-5—2 has. and 2—5 has. increased twofold. On 
the other hand there was a marked decrease in the number 
of smali holdings (0-05 has.). Up to the second half of the 
nineteenth century many of them belonged to yillage craftsmen, 
especially weavers. The others were owned by agricultural 
labourers who worked on big estates and the larger peasant 
farms. When owing to the competition from Austrian and 
Bohemian factories the home iudustries of Galicia decayed and 
the area of big estates and the larger peasant farms decreased, 
the conditions of existence became worse and worse for these 
cottagers. So some of them emigrated and some advanced to 
upper groups of holdings after haying bought land.

Comparing the process of subdiyision in indiyidual yil
lages, we note that, broadly speaking, the greater the ayerage 
size of farms in a given yillage in 1787 the ąuicker was the 
Bubseąuent process of subdiyision. This again is an illustration 
of the principle of Malthus. We see that the differences in 
the average size of farmę existing between indiyidual villag°8 
uecame in the course of time smaller and smaller. In 1787 
the greatest eyerage size of a peasant holding was 21-17 hect-
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T A B L E  2
The grouping of farms in 20 villages

The size of farms 
in ha

Number 
of farms

%  of the 
total number 

of farms

The area of 
land in ha

%  of the 
total area

The grouping in 1787

0 —  0-5 ha 254 10-84 47-97 0-28
0-5—  2 „ 389 16-60 47 11 1 2-77
2 —  5 „ 547 23-35 1,866-16 11-00
5 — 10 „ 619 26-42 4,483-91 26-43

10 —  20 „ 353 15-07 5,074-62 29-91
20 —  50 „ 180 7-68 4,961-62 29-25
50 — 100 „ 1 0-04 60-62 0-36

Total 2,343 100-00 16,966 01 100-00
The grouping in 1820

0 —  0-5 ha 301 11-57 62-82 0-35
0-5—  2 „ 398 15-30 484-17 2-71
2 —  5 „ 601 23 1 1 2,040-95 11-45
5 — 10 „ 704 27-07 5,037-00 28-25

10 —  20 „ 460 17-69 6,456-27 36-22
20 —  50 „ 137 6-26 3,748-36 21-02
50 — 100 „ — — — —

Total 2.601 100-00 17,829-57 100-00
The grouping in 1850

0 —  0-5 ha 509 15-40 75-06 0-41
0-5—  2 „ 517 15-64 604-11 3-27
2 —  5 „ 887 26-83 3,094-78 16-77
5 — 10 „ 887 26-83 6,329-30 34-31

10 —  20 „ 402 1 2 1 6 6,634-98 30-54
20 —  50 „ 104 3 1 4 2,712-39 14-70
50 — 100 „ — — — —

Total 3,306 100-00 18,450 62 100-00
The grouping in 1883

¥  0  ’ —  0-5 ha 780 17-64 125-16 0-68
0 5 —  2 „ 969 21-79 1,174-59 6-26
2 —  5 „ 1,359 30-55 4,575-32 24-78
5 — 10 „ 960 21-36 6,663 06 36-08

10 —  20 „ 332 7-46 4,409-45 23-88
20 —  50 „ 57 1-28 1,461-30 7-91
60 — 100 „ 1 0-02 58-03 0-31

Total 4,448 100-00 1 18,466-91 100-00
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Tlie size of farms 
in ha

Number 
of farms

of the 
total number 

of farms

The area of 
land in ha

%  of the 
total area

The grouping in 1930 — 1931

0 —  0-5 ha 495 7-29 127-32 0-59
0-5—  2 „ 2,218 32-66 2,981-76 13-83
2 — 5 „ 3-038 44-74 10,279-68 47-69
5 — 10 „ 902 13-28 6,149-74 28-53

10 —  20 „ 122 1-80 1,531-86 7-10
20 —  50 „ 16 0-23 487-75 2-26
50 — 100 „ — — — —

Total 6,791 100-00 21,558-11 100-00

ares, the smallest 3-72 hectares. In 1931 the greatest average 
size was 5 ‘12 hectares and the smallest 2-52 hectares. There 
exists then, in the process of subdiyision, an ever growing 
tendency towards eąualization, the symptoms of which 
are: 1) ąuicker dissolution of bigger units than of smaller 
ones, 2) greater difficulty of creating new bigger hołdings by 
purchase or inheritance, 3) the dwindling of the group of smal
lest farms, 4) the grayitation of all peasant hołdings in a giyen 
yillage towards the ayerage size in that yillage, 5) the gradual 
eąualization of that average in all the yillages of the country 
in so far as this is possible, taking into account the difference 
in the ąuality of the soil, cultural tradition, standard of liying, 
possibilities of additional earnings beside agricultural ones, 
and so on.

Prom the fact that in the yillages of a lower ayerage 
size of farms the process of subdiyision was much slower than 
in the yillages of a higher average size, Dr. Styś infers that 
there is a lim it of subdiyision below which the average 
size of farms cannot fali. This limit he sees in the minimum 
standard of liying of peasant families. Since this minimum is 
by no means a stable item, and sińce the ąuality of the soil 
differs in different yillages, the limit cannot be indicated by 
an exact figurę. But undoubtedly the average size of peasant 
farms in the whole of Southern Poland is already very close 
to this limit and therefore the present slower progress ot Bub-
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diyision is more painfully felt by the peasants than the ąuicker 
progress of it was felt by their fathers and grandfathers.

If the agricnltnral population of Southern Poland con- 
tinues to grow, the process of subdiyision will go on. But the 
decrease in the ayerage size of farms will in the futurę pro- 
bably continue at a still slower rate than in the period 1883— 
1931. One may except that in the face of misery the natural 
growth of population will decline. The stimulus which the 
Agrarian Reform is exercising on it will be more and more 
neutralized by birth control which is beginning to be practised 
among the rural population. The best cure of subdiyision 
would be a strong industrial deyełopment.

As long as the process of subdiyision cannot be stopped 
the task of the agrarian policy is to mitigate its unfavourable 
effects. This is done by parcellation of big estates, enclosure 
of peasant farms, diyision of commons, abolition of seryitudes, 
amelioration and efforts to increase the yields per hectare. 
In the existing conditions, the emigration of rural population 
has, and will have for some time to come, a great importance.
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